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Weekly Motorboat Races To Be Summer Feature—One Spanish War Veterans Hold Notable Service—Judge Gould
Class To Be Lockwood Motor Equipped
Expresses Opinion Of Pacifists

at the annual Camden regatta, the
Sunday was the 33d anniversary of I Judge Gould, who was introduced
date for which has not been set.
! the sinking of the battleship Maine as a loyal friend of the Spanish
War Veterans," said in part:
Before the Knox County club is in Havana harbor and in commemoformed it will be necessary to have1 ration of that tragic and epoch
It is 33 years ago today since the
-r
10 members, and with seven already [ making event Ralph Ulmer Camp of country was astounded by the news
jn sight this would seem to be quite' United Spanish War Veterans held that the battleship "Maine,” on a
—
Little things affect little minds. -■
Disraeli.
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visit
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caretben
for Amerifeasible.
nve of
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menweis notable services in American Legion
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nterests
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Cuba.
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hall.
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must own boats and motors before
throes of rebellion, had been blown
The orator on this occasion was up while at anchor at a government
a charter can be received from the
AT THE CAPITCL
Col.
Edward K. Gould, whose ances- buoy in the harbor.
Association. Boat owners who
The country was at once aflame
interested in the proposition will find tors were nlllltary
as far back
with the spirit of war to avenge this
Smith Not a Member of Re
it to their advantage to confer with as he can trace ^em. and whose own insult to our flag. Not since the fir
prominence in patriotic affairs fills a ing on Fort Sumpter had the nation
apportionment Committee
the Rockland member M. S. Dick.
The membership of the Maine large chapter in Maine's history. been so stirred, but President Mc
‘ —Pending Matters
Outboard Motor Association, as 01 His address Sunday nlght was a Kinley endeavored to hold this war
like spirit in check until some prepaOut of a maze of parliamentary
Feb. 1st, follows:
------------------------------------------------- j ration could be made to meet the
emergency.
technicalities surrounding two buga
Guy E. Albee, Bangor; Victor G.
Rockland responded with ardor to
boos to administrative peacefulness,
Carlow, Brewer; Herbert R. Drink
the clarion call to battle. Co. H, 1st
the Maine Legislature last week had
water, Brewer; Russell D. Drinkwa- I
Maine, was recruited to war strength,
threaded. its harassed way toward a
ter, Brewer; Thomas H. Flanagan, j
many young men entered the Navy,
semblance of unity for the business
and a battery of light artillery was
Bangor; William H. Nason, Ban
ahead.
recruited from civil life, ready to
While committees functioned nor
gor; J. E. Drinkwater, Brewer;
enter service whenever needed. Co.
mally on an increasing list of new
W. D. Richardson, South Brewer;
H. marched away with the First
bills in the week just ended, the
Hugh Quinn, Bangor; Henry S. Bev
Regiment to Chickamauga, but were
House cleared its skirts of the two
.
condemned to remain in that death
One View of the Stonington Quarry Where the Big Granite Slab Is Being Manufactured
erage, Camden; Fred F. Boyce;
controversies which had bothered
ho'e by the inefficiency of the regi
Portland: Albert G. Frost, Portland;
leaders of the majority party for three
_____
jj___________________________________________________
mental commander, who declined
weeks At almost the last foment in | Had Uncle Sam decided t0 build
Richard D. Frost, Portland; Roger C.
service in the Philippines.
tne last week s session Republicans his Boston Postofficu of pink gran- but UP t0 date has built no super- egic point. A lewis, in the vernacuHay, Portland; Alvah L. Anderson,
You men of the Spanish War do
amassed strength enough to push
aJj he
have ha(j t0
was dreadnaught with a displacement lar of the granite quarryman, is a
well to celebrate this event and to
Camden; Ethel M. Anderson, Cam
through an order for a reapportion go down here to Stonington, whis-.| equal to the weight of this giant, series of holes drilled close together,
bring to mind the brilliant achieve
den: Robert L. Anderson, Camden;
ment committee to redistrict the per a word in the ear of a certain slab.
and penetrating the desired slab to
ments of the short but eventful con
State, and named another commit quarry boss and a crew of experts
M. S. Dick, Rockland; Paul A. Jones,
Monolith? No. The manipulation within a foot or so of the bottom. A
flict that reflects so much of honor,
tee to consider various measures re would have begun manufacturing of a 30.000-ton stone. 400 feet long, lewis generally consists of from two
Union; Charles Miller Harris, Au
unselfish devotion to the cause of
lating to consolidation of State de the necessary material from a single into a single column would cause even to six holes, and when the first has
liberty, and chivalric spirit in the
gusta; F. H. Hutchinson, Philadel
partments and agencies as outlined in slab of stone, which has just been Atlas and Hercules together to pass been drilled a blast is touched off in
hour of danger.
phia;
Harold
S.
Corthell,
Camden.
an administrative "code.”
it so that the ledge will crack for
freed from its native bed on the the buck.
It has been a matter of wonder
Led into its error by the mis-state- . piant of the Deer Island Granite
So, instead of amazing the world some distance. It is needless to say
that your organization has allowed
ment of an evening daily. The Cou- I corporation
in a monolithic form, the huge slab that the holes are drilled in alignthese anniversaries to slip by year
rier-Gazette Saturday stated that
JERRY” SMEAD’S RETURN
is to be dismembered, and after the , ment and in the direction which the
Prom a single slab, mind you!
after year, without public observance.
Representative Smith of Vinalhaven
Being one of the most famous cutters and polishers have wrought 1 ledge is to be broken. The process
By this neglect the people of this
had been named as a member of the granite quarries *n the world, this their magic, sections of it will enter 1 is repeated on the other end of the )
vicinity have almost forgotten that
reapportionment committee.
Mr. Deer Island deposit offered excep buildings and bridges in various ledge until the crack runs the entire 1
there was a Spanish war. A genera
Aviator
Recuperating
At
Hospital
—
Wrecked
Plane
Here
—
Snii’h in reality was named as a tional opportunities for quarrying, parts of the United States. At the length of the slab, the effect being j
Judge Edward K. Gould. Whose Pa tion has grown up since that war
member of the “code" committee. so that it became merely a question present time stone is being cut in similar to that which is obtained
triotic Address Featured Sunday closed who hardly know that there
As
Eye
Witnesses
Saw
the
Disaster
Representative Albert C. McLoon of of mathematics when the owners de this quarry for the Brooklyn Post- when a man splits wood with wedges,
was such a conflict, and it is due to
Night’s Memorial Service.
Rockland is the Knox County mem cided to hew a slab which would office and two New York bridges.
The ends are freed with dynamite. I
your dead comrades, men of the
ber of the reapportionment commit keep the quarryni’ii busy fcr an ex
The general public has only a hazy and the slab is then in readiness for
Spanish War Veterans, that you do
Lieut.
Gerald
M.
Smead.
whose
ing
hands
were
ready
to
take
him
tee.
idea of the steps which are neces- the quarryman to drill into the de- life was imperilled by the airplane
tended period
graphic recital of the catastrophe not suffer their names to sink into
into
the
office.
And so they attacked one of the sary to hew a 400-foot slab out of a sired dimensions.
accident at North Haven last Friday
Dr. Woodman who lives near the which befell thp Maine—bringing its oblivion.
One-half cent and up for every mile , most promising heads, and with a granite ledge and maintain the de• * • •
The value of the big slab now afternoon, is now at Knox Hospital,
landing
had seen the plane when flood of memories to those who were
traveled by motor vehicles operated skill that was little short of weird, sired thickness and depth, but to men being manufactured may be judged
It
was
a
spirit
of vengeance, the
with
a
prospect
that
treatment
and
she took the header and catching his j old enough to recall the sensation
for hire, with a capacity of more than began to separate from the granite engaged in the granite industry it from the fact that the estimated
that Iu*" i*"!"
seven persons, and for motor trucks of mountain a slab which would meas- is just another piece of knitting work value of the stone is $7.50 a ton in recuperation process will cover a grip made for the wharf and was ! wbicb it caused and thrilling those 1 every manT?™"?
’s vest, in spite of the
period of a week or two.
ready for work when they got Lieut. ..
, . ,
a capacity of more than 3000 pounds ure 400 feet long, 45 feet in width only using a larger ball of yarn.
the rough. It solves the unemploySmead there. After first aid WBS I ‘he new generation who had never veneering of civilization that thinly
The
wrecked
plane
was
towed
to
would be collected as “compensation and having an average depth of 17
When the foreman desires to ' ment problem of a good sized crew Rockland by Sumner Whitney and given he was then taken* in , before heard the story so vividly told, covers us all. that called the young
for use of highways and for mainte- feet.
quarry a stahe similar to the one de- for one year, as that is the length of
The speaker showed convincing man to war. He thought only of
nance, repair and reconstruction, unThe granite giant contains, rough- scribed, or even very much smaller, time which will probably be occupied Charles Carver of the scallop smack the car of Ellena Thornton to Nebo
der two measures introduced into the ly speaking, more than 300.000 cubic as is usually the case, ne goes back in putting the product of the slab Madeline & Flora, and while not Lodge of which Herman Crockett is1 evidence that the Maine was the those 250 dead sailor boys lying at
Legislature by Cram of Mt. Vernon. feet of stone. Uncle Sam has done about 50 feet from the front of the onto me market-Rockland eorre- damaged quite so badly as had been proprietor. As they have quite a I victim of an exterior explosion; he the bottom of Havana harbor, mur
dered on the Maine without a chance
expected it is likely that the Cur
The measures specifically provide that many wonderful things in his day, ledge, and puts in a lewis at a strat- spondent in the Boston Globe.
of the disappointments which to defend themselves, and he itched
tiss-Wright folks will not attempt to j there with the aid of hot water botout-of-State vehicles shall come un
I repair her, but instead will replace it | ties, dry clothes, etc., everything pos- followed his own attempt to throw to take a Spaniard by the throat and
der that law.
with a new plane.
I sible was done to save his life. Bur- into Spanish War service a battery make him pay the penalty of such
The charge against busses and other pots, would be exempted in the first
‘NO GO,” SAYS THE WARDEN
The North Haven end of the airplane j dis Brown was night nurse,
of light artillery; and he expressed treachery.
such vehicles would be one-half cent bill.
Occasionally a man might remem
Trucks carrying agricultural, hor
story is thus tpld by a correspondent
“They tell about it being an un in most vigorous English his opinion
for those from 8-15 capacity, and oneber that the Good Book says “Ven
I in that town.
lucky Friday the 13th. In some ways
half percent increase for each addi ticultural. dairy and farm products
“To Harold Young and H. Russell it was unlucky for Lieut. Smead and of the retribution which should over- geance is mine saith the Lord.” but
tional eight units, while the charge and owned and operated by a pro The Manufacture Of Potato Bags At State Prison Would
Crabtree belong the credit of saving in other ways it was very lucky for ' fake the pacifist element of citizen- most of the soldiers and sailors of
on trucks would be 3000-8000, one ducer or grower, as well as those oper
that day preferred to take a hand in
Require Prohibitive Equipment
Lieut. Smead when he made the ter not once in a thousand times would j ship.
cent: 8000-10.000. IS cents, and 10,000 ated vkhin limits of a single mu- j
rible plunge into the water of North everything have worked in favor of
It was, in brief, one of the finest the vengeance themselves. Perhaps
and* over two cents. Automobile ex nicipalify, would be exempted under I
Haven Thoroughfare Friday night. saving the man as it did on Friday I patriotic addresses Col. Gould has they believed themselves to be tbe
cise tax payments would be deduct the truck bill.
instruments of the Almighty in in
The committee on Inland Fisheries i warden Linscott and Prison Com- 500 at its local plant and has branches Mr. Young and Mr. Crabtree had the 13th. One-half minute more and delivered t h, ,
ible.
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ers and school officers or carrying relating to foxes in several counties, Iof the Bemis Bro. Bag Co. in Brook schoo] furnjtUre for State departBut the average volunteer gave the
Young.
Mr.
Crabtree,
Dr.
Woodman
The
program
Sunday
night
was
and
the
motor
was
not
shut
off.
It
groups to or from Sunday schools,
divine plan little thought as he
including
Knox;
and
on
a
resolve
in
lyn
last
week,
acting
under
instrucnien
^
s
;
s
under
consideration,
and
and
Mr.
Crockett.
begun
with
a
patriotic
medley
played
was
simply
idling
at
the
float,
and
churches and religious services, and
“Capt. Wincapaw came over in the by the American Legion Orchestra, marched away to deal out justice to
those operating within the limits of a favor of the Knox County Fish & tions from the Governor and Coun- Legislature has been asked to pro- when Lieut. Smead made the plunge
the Spaniard.
single city and between hotels and de Game Association reimbursing it ior ell,'and having in mind that an in- vide the means for establishing the they were ready to go to the rescue. cabin plane Sunday and took Lieut, two numbers being songs which were
War brutalizes man. We all want
onc-hall of the expense of installing dust dealinK with the manufacture necessary machinery
"When they were near enough to Smead to Rockland where we hope favorites of thc men who fought for
a screen at the outlet of Lermond's . J. . u
T‘ is also hoped to start a de- the plane they could see Lieut. with good care he will regain his j the Union's preservation; two which peace. Yet none can safely be a
i-i
It
of potato bags could be installed at partment at Thomaston for painting Smead, face up. apparently lifeless usual health. As Lieut. Smead was \ were greatly ln vogue during the pacifist in the present condition of
WEEK END
Pond
the State Prison.
and repairing autos, and the afflcials and slowly sinking. With all pos- leaving the Lodge he said to Mr brief struggle which marked the sup- the world. Why talk pacifism in thc
Coach Excursions
They soon found that the idea are trying to get a contract for broom sib]e baste [bey reached the plane Crockett, ‘I wish I could see the man , pression of Spanish cruelties; and United States which is by tradition
STATE OF MAINE
a peaceful nation. Why talk it in
would be impracticable for the rea making.
and without a moment's hesitation who pulled me out of the water, and | two which thrilled millions of
OVER
Meantime the chief industry is the Mr. Crabtree jumped upon it and take him by the hand and thank buddies while that gigantic struggle Great Britain or France. Both these
Legislative Notices
son that it would require equipment
manufacture of wheelbarrows, of
Washington’s Birthday
"to make the world safe for democra nations want peace, but France is
prohibitive in cost, including a print which there are about 800 on hand. reaching down some six or eight him.’ As luck would have it when he cy" was being waged.
• compelled to be an armed camp be
BOSTON S7.21
got
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to
take
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plane
inches
into
the
water
grasped
the
cause of the enemies that surround
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME
ing plant. The stock is also expen
The prison registry shows 238 con- sinking man and brought him to the | Mr. Crabtree was there. It is safe
PORTLAND 53.29
The committee on Inland Fisheries
In self defense she must be
Round Trip From Rockland
|I surface,
surIace
iI to
10 say that
tbat as long
|Ong as the
tne lieutenant
The American Legion orchestra is her.
and Game, will give a public hearing in sive. The Brooklyn concern employs victs, two of whom are women.
always ready to be assailed. Let the
its rooms at the State House. Augusta on
“
After
taking
him
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boat
i
lives
he
will
never
forget
the
kindof
comparatively
recent
inception
Pacifist go to Russia or Turkey or
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 25, at 2 P. M.
Go Feb. 20 or 21
features of the fair—a miniature j they brought him to the Eastern 1 ness he received at the hands of the [ but it is making steady progress Italy and probably Germany and
H P. 740
L. D. 261. Act relating to
KIPPY KARNIVAL
Return Limit Mon., Feb. 23 Foxes ln Cumberland. Knox, Lincoln.
Steamship wharf where many will- I North Haven people."
, under the direction of that earnest spread his propaganda where it will
golf course.
Sagadahoc and York Counties—S. P. 186
With “an
Ask Agent For Details
, , -r li
Cf
J
“ outlay of $1.88 *for
“* lumber
-and efficient leader. Kenneth White, be of some avail. Make theSe na
—Resolve ln Favor of Knox County
M
and was a distinct addition to the tions advocates of peace and there
Fish and Game Assn, to reimburse same Conceded 1 O Have Eclipsed and nails and the gift of a few old I %
Maine Central R. R. for one-half of expense of Installing a
i. D J
A
rugs Burton Biekmore. Nicholas Pel-' V ““ “ " “ “
”
“"“f' program. Other music features in- will be no need of a large navy or a
screen at outlet of Lermond’s Pond.
ItS rredecessors--- A Nute licane Herbert Pendleton, Lawrence I
eluded the wartime songs sung by huge standing army in the United
21-24
19-22
Crane and Merton Sumner contrived I
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and the duets States.
OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
Golf Kourse
as clever and sporty a little course as
j I (also ot a wartime flavor) by Mrs. One can have but little patience
I
‘ Wentworth and John Taylor of with a pacifist in this country. He
The third Kippy Karnival which one could wish. Clubs, balls, etc.,
Among the selections would strip the nation of all defense
closed with a grand ball Friday night were lent for the afternoon and more I (By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the I Camden.
| : heard during the evening were “On and lay the country open to devasta
ANNOUNCING OPENING OF
was bigger and better in every way than one person took his first try at
Central Maine Power Company)
? the Banks of the Wabash," “Just tion and destruction by any hostile
'
than either of its predecessors. Thc this fascinating sport.
| Break the News To Mother" “Just as nation that was prepared for war. If
Coach
Heal
’
s
33
and
Paul
Merj
|
decorations of the gymnasium and
❖! the Sun Went Down." “The Long, a burglar invades your house in the
booths were especially dainty and riam's 29 were among the lowest •:<
i Long Trail” and “Keep the Home night time which of these two
effective and all obeyed the rule scores of the afternoon.
I Fires Burning." Dr. Blake B. Annis, methods would be the most effective
Better Home Lighting
The tea room under the direction
"no tacks in walls or woodwork." It
the expert pianist of the Legion Or in dealing with him and saving your
457 Main Street
Rockland
New Glover Block
is no easy matter to run an enter- \ of Mrs. Keen was another example
"First impressions down we lay down and slept until it chestra was the accompanist.
life? Hand him a copy of the Ser
tainment in a crowded hall with peo- °f magic transformation. The sudcame
up
again.
Artificial
light
hns
Directly Opposite Masonic Temple
John S. Ranlett, to whom Col. mon on the Mount or give him the
strike deep.”
pie constantly moving about but ex den sprouting of evergreen trees all ]
stood
behind
the
growth
of
home
Gould later referred as “a splendid contents of your revolver.
This is equally true life.
perience has taught the youngsters around the walls of Miss Pike's room, j
type of the Spanish War soldier,”
Every pacifist who advocates dis
the kind of thing that will get over ; tbe installation of an honest-to- ,
of men and houses.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
At first lighting was indeed primi presided over the exercises with a arming this nation should be taken
in such circumstances and the fol- ' goodness electric range, to say noth- ,
The entrance is the tive. But the demands of mankind grace and conciseness that would before a firing squad and shot at
lowing program was very successful- ;
°t dainty white curtains at the 1
welcoming .hand of have now brought it to an almost have done credit to any pust- sunrise. With the best of intentions,
You Are Invited To Inspect This New Shop
ly presented, Friday afternoon under windows and all the other little ,
the home. When, at perfect state. Now the quality of the prandial speaker. His first act was he would bring about a condition of
touches
to
make
an
attractive
tea
the direction of Hugh Benner:
night, you are making light we receive from electricity is to present I. Leslie Cross, commander affairs that would threaten the very
And Its Complete Line of Wall Papers
Song. Eddie Griffin; comedians, room were achieved with astonish
an expected call upon really sufficient to the needs of the of Ralph Ulmer Camp, who was ac existence of the nation, and bring
Yale Goldberg and Frank Pietroski; ing speed. Miss Leadbetter. presid
a friend and find a human eyes.
corded a most hearty reception as he upon us the dire calamitle^he hopes
« * * *
harmonica, Ernest Rich; acrobatics. ing over the cash box had no hesi
lighted doorway await
MRS. MILLIE THOMAS
greeted the Camp's guests. Mrs. M. to avoid.
Victor Armata; saxophone solo. Vir tancy in declaring "Business is
ing you, you feel that
It should be remembered that S. Dick, president of the Spanish
* • * *
good!” The tea room and cooked
ginia
Proctor;
dance,
Annie
Anderthe
warmth
of
that
illumination
is
the
first
intention
of
War Auxiliary told how the organi
(For Six Y’cars Past With Gonia's)
At the conclusion of the program
' son; whistling, Ruth Richards; food booth were run by the fresh
friend's„
-hospitality
---- ------- lighting installations. After that is zation now has 45.000 members in
i; reading, Ernest Blackington: dance, men. William Glover, president, Miss
20-21
extends even beyond cared for we may begin to look for this State: how the local auxiliary the audience stood with bowed heads
Phyllis Snowman and Jeanette Co- Coughlin, faculty advisor.
her doorway—projects itself into the harmony and beauty. We do not was organized March 26. 1930. with and in silent prayer.
In the lower hall ice cream, cake
It is. of course impossible to men night ar.d bids you welcome. There want a glare from our lights but a 29 charter members; its aims and
1 hen. The Boys' Band assisted.
all the people
Never has the response to solici tion _
, that deserve ,cred
_  is not only an extended hospitality soft, well diffused light. This is ac purposes, and its pride in being re (made by the Spanish War ’Auxiliary)
tation for goods for the booths been it. The general committee of five . jn lighted doorways but the thought complished by shading the direct lated to the Spanish War Veterans. and soft drinks were served.
Commander Cross is receiving
more prompt and generous. Hot was as follows: General chairman of j of safety for family and friends,
light. Nature sees that the sun sends
Past Commander George T. Stew
dogs, cold drinks, popcorn and fort fair Rodney Murphy: publicity
its rays through clouds and mists of art of Ralph Ulmer Camp told how many congratulations on the success
unes were dispensed by the seniors, chairman. Walter Gay: chairman of
the upper air so that when the rays the organization was originally of the memorial service—one of sev
_____ ____
,, ____
r...................Mrs.
.... ball. Mary Lawrence; assistant, Ted
when you walk along the streets finally reach us they are distributed limited to men who fought in the eral important events destined to
Walter
Gay.
class president,
Stratton faculty advisor; remem- ! Lawrence; specialty chairman, Hugh : after dusk it is the lighted homes upon our earth In a fine luminosity. war with Spain, but was afterward mark his administration. The Camp
brances, ice cream and candy by the , Benner.
(hat attract your attention. Your Then she protects our eyes further extended to include those who had is very grateful to all who assisted,
juniors headed by Malcolm Haskell' Yesterday they counted the pro- ! heart warms to the lighted doorways by eyelids and lashes. So. even taken part in the insurrection in the not forgetting H. B. Bowes for chairs
advised by Miss Dingley. The soph- I ceeds and were delighted to learn I and windows—to the spirit behind though the first rule of good lighting Philippines and the Boxer rebellion. loaned.
Quirk service is characteristic of Classified Ads. in The
omores, Alden Johnson president that the fair had netted between $400 , that lighting. Light attracts. I is that light must come from power In conclusion he paid a brief but
Courier-Gazette and furnishes indisputable proof that
Miss Pride, advisor, managed tha , and $450. How fine this showing is have recently been told of a hotel ful sources, the second is that it must earnest tribute to “our late comrade YOUR FAVORITE POEM
they pay.
handkerchief display, sold grabs may be judged from the fact that that was forced to close its doors be- be properly controlled and directed. Gen. Edwards.”
If I had to live my life again I would
from a snowly igloo and ran what last year's Kippy netted only a trifle j cause of its lack of patronage. The
The third Is that it must be adapt
The audience arose and gave an
made a rule to read some poetry
A Northend man lost a dog to which he was consider
proved to be one of the most popular | over $300; location was excellent and it seemed ed to its environment and the pur ovation when Chairman Ranlett pre have
and listen to some music at least once
ably attached. He railed The Courier-Gazette Classified
—; 'o me that such a place, properly pose for which It is to be used.
sented the next speaker. Fernando S. a week The loss of these tastes Is a
Next week I will discuss the third Philbrick. commander of the Depart loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Ad. Department and provided a complete description of thc
U.
S.
KICKAPOO
DANCE
U.
S.
KICKAPOO
Upon asking why it was unable to rule as it pertains to the lighting of ment of Maine, G.A.R. Col. Philbrick
animal and details of thc lo$s.
GOOD-NIGHT
| carry on the very first reason given the entire home.
spoke of the sinking of the Maine
When the bright lamp Is carried !n.
FIRST ANNUAL
was
that
it
was
not
well
lighted.
as
“
the
most
dastardly
and
cowardly
The
sunless
hours
again begin:
o
Late that afternoon came a telephone message from
BACK-BONE
•
One gloomy looking light hung on
act known in the history of any na O'er all without, ln field and lane.
COAST
GUARD
BALL
I
For
The
Courier-Gazette
|
2
The
haunted
night
returns again.
South Thomaston, stating that thc dog was being cared for
the front veranda and the interior
tion. We honor,” he said, “the
you see a fellow mortal.
•
was equally dark. Passers by, tired When
Spanish
War
Veterans
who
went
for

Auspices Personnel U. S. C. G. “Kickapoo"
there.
Now
we
behold
the
embers
flee
Without fixed and fearless views:
5^ and seeking comfort, had no rise of Hanging
ward to avenge that insult.”
About the flre-Ut hearth; and see
on the skirts of others
Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
Our
faces
painted
as
we
pass.
Walking ln their castoff, shoes
— spirits upon reaching the hotel so
Earle McIntosh, commander of
One trial will convince you that thc little ads in Thc
low to wealth or favor.
u
TEMPLE HALL
o they passed on, looking for an en Bowing
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.. ex Like pictures, on the window-glass.
With abject, uncovered head.
Courier-Gazette are efficient.
pressed the hope that this service Must we to bed Indeed? Well then.
S
Ready to retract or waver.
£ trance of cheer and ligljt.
SATURDAY, FEB. 28
Willing to be pushed or led—
would mean the closer union of the Is*t us arise and go like men.
We are all lovers of light. We like
And face with an undaunted tread
All
Kinds
of
Eats
and
Drinks
(soft)
Walk
yourself
with
firmer
bearing
Simply telephone 770 and ask for the Classified Ad.
three
organizations than ever before. The
sunny days and blue skies. “In the
cri
long black passage up to bed.
Throw your moral shoulders back.
Dancing 8 to 12
The city's greetings were officially
beginning was light.” Under that Show your spine has nerve and marrow
Department and state your requirements.
Tickets 50 Cents from any member of the
Farewell.
O brother, sister, sire!
extended by Mayor Charles M. Rich
—sunlight—human life had its
Just the things that hls must lack.
o light
pleasant party round the fire!
stronger word was never heard
Kickapoo Personnel
18, 21, 23-25
ardson, who declared that the coun O
origin. Until there was artificial A In
The
songs
you sing, the tales you tell.
sense and tone, than Just—Back try owes a debt of gratitude to the
light there was really no home life.
Till far tomorrow, fare ye welll
bone.
—Robert Louis Stevenson.
U. S. KICKAPOO DANCE
U- S. KICKAPOO
organizations and their auxiliaries.
In past ages, when the sun went
Hope
Dunt.
The Knox County unit of the
Maine Outboard Motor Association
met in the Legion hall at Camden
Saturday, and acted upon several
important matters. The State officers present were A. L. Anderson,
vice commodore; Henry Beverage,
secretary and treasurer; M. S. Dick,
director for Knox County. .
It was decided to form a class to
be Lockwood motor equipped, boat
to be optional but to conform to the
A.P.B.A. rules. This outfit can be
bought through the club, the price
for new motor and new boat being
$186: and for used motor and new
boat $125. Should the driver care
to build his own boat $75 would about
cover the expense, his time and labor.
Anyone buying either of the two
outfits first named would have an
equipment suitable for use in the
weekly races which are being
planned, and would have an equal
chance of winning in the Camden
regatta. It is planned, not only to
have weekly races in Knox County,
but to have races monthly with clubs
in other counties.
There will also be a special race

*-

Ye Wall Paper Shoppe

Quick Service

$

3

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Me.. Feb. 17. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Feb. 14. 1931. there was printed a total 1
of C,2«7 copies. WAI TER H CUTLER.
Notary Public.

A little that a righteous man hath i
is better than the riches of many i
wicked.—Ps. 37:16.
The mid-winter production of the ,
Maine Masque at the University of
Maine will be • Journey's End." pre- i
sented Feb. 25-26. This will be the ,
high light of the sepson. Prof. Mark
Bailey, professor of public speaking
and coach of dramatics, is facing one ,
of the most ambitious of his notable
undertakings, and the amateur tal
ent of Maine will have a splendid op
portunity to display the ability,
which has led to so many success
ful plays. The cast which has been
selected for the play contains names 1
which have nearly all been asso
ciated with the important plays I
given on the campus during the past”!
several years, with some newcomers
mixed in. The lead is to be taken
by Atwood Levensaler of this city, a
junior, and long prominent in Masque plays. . Taking the part of
Captain Stanhope, he appears as a
comparatively young man who has.
had great responsibility^thrust upon
him, and who has had" hls person
ality torn by the problems which face
an officer in the midst of actual con
flict. Captain Stanhope is the cen
ter about which the play revolves,
and the ever changing emotional as
pects of his character make this an
ideal part for an actor to show his
dramatic skill. Leif Sorenson, who
was recently Mr. Levensaler's house
guest, has a place in the cast as the
sergeant-major, his first appearance
in a Masque production.
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ON MY SET

$
Vj®
r

I wonder how many heard
Rabbi Levy's sermon at Temple
Israel, which was broadcast over
WNAC Sunday forenoon. They
listened to a powerful arraign
ment of those who can see no
good in men of other races and
creeds.
.«. .•.
After three weeks' aosence, the
golden voiced tenor, James Mel
ton, returns tomorrow night to
the Salada Tea program heard at
8.30 p. m. The Salada Tea Co.
had released Melton so he could
tour the West with Will Rogers
to aid the Red Cross Drive. He
will sing three numbers by spe
cial request, “L'amour Toujours,”
“Ah, Moon of My Delight,” and
“Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life.”

A local reader, who says that he
takes great interest in "On My
Set" asks as to the identity of
Station KCKl'. I am informed
that it is a fictitious station used
in the course of a bit of "horse
play" In one of the entertainment
programs. It is certainly not list
ed as a bona fide station.
Efrem Zimbalist, world-re
nowned violinist, will be heard
over the radio for the first time
this year at 9.30 p. m. Thursday,
Feb. 26, over the nationwide
NBC-WJZ chain, in a concert
sponsored by General Foods-Maxwell House. A noteworthy pro
gram has been arranged.

CAMDEN
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Hart are spend
ing a few weeks in Boston, New
(York and Philadelphia.
At the Comique Theatre Tuesday
the attraction will be “Passion
Flower;" Wednesday and Thursday,
El Brendel in “Just Imagine;” Fri
day. Louis Wolheim in “Danger
Lights;” Saturday. Buck Jones in
"The Lone Rider." Coming attrac
tions include "Abraham Lincoln,”
“Morocco," Clara Bow in “No Limit,”
"Charley's Aunt.”
and
"Hell's I
I Angels.”
The Women's Baptist Missionary !
Society meets at the church parlors I
today at 2.30. Refreshments.
The annual meeting of Knox I
County Fish & Game Association j
will be held at the Universalist |
Church in Rockland [Feb. 20. at 6.30
o'clock. A banquet will be served
before the business meeting.
Mrs. Oscar Stuart has returned to
her home in Harpswell after a visit
with her brother Capt. Henry
Barnes.
Miss Edith Wincapaw of Rockland
was the weekend guest of Miss Louise
Johnson. Sea street.
Henry Beverage of Portland has
| been the guest of his parents Mr. and
Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
J. W. Rodick of Auburn is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Charles Diplock has been called to
I New York by the illness of his son
Llewellyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong will
entertain Saturday Mr. and Mrs.
Robert W. Jamieson. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Mullen and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Richards at dinner and bridge.
Mrs. Norman Parker was given a
surprise birthday party at her home
in Rockport Saturday afternoon and
the following were guests: Mrs. H. ,
D. Small, Mrs. Mildred Stone. Miss
Margaret Crockett, Mrs. George
Parker and Mrs. John Alley of Cam
den and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stod
dard of Lincolnville Beach. Sand
wiches. ice cream, cake and coffee,
were served and a large valentine
birthday cake also adorned the table.
Mrs. Parker was the recipient of sev
eral useful and attractive gifts.
•aron M. Andrews
Aaron Mossman Andrews. 89, died
Sunday at the home of his niece, ’
Mrs. Minnie Ingraham on Mountain
street. Mr. Andrews was born at
West Camden, the son of William
and Mary Maxey Andrews. He was
a veteran of the Civil War and served
as lieutenant in the 20th Maine Regi
ment. He leaves one sister Mrs.
Mary A. Fogler of Camden. The fu
neral will be held Wednesday at 2
o'clock from the Baptist Church in
West Rockport.

Gorgeous Roustabouts Aid Relief Work
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

Income tax returns will
soon be due
NEW YORK—The theatrical pro
fession is contributing its bit in a
novel form to the work of Mayor
Walker's Unemployment Committee.
Following the acceptance by the
committee of a carload of whole
wheat biscuit, the city's allotment
cf a ten-carload donation by tho
Kellogg Company of Battle Creek,

Michigan, to relief
agencies
throughout the country, a squad of
show girls from “Sweet and Low”
volunteered their services in help
ing unload the shipment.
These dainty "roustabouts" per
formed their job with an efficiency
and snap that brought loud rraisa
from the Mayor's Committee.

March I 5 is the latest date on which income tax returns
for 1930 can be filed with the Collector of Internal Rev
enue. If you have not yet filed your return and would
like to have the assistance of any of our officers in mak
ing your report we will be glad to help you in any way
we can.

The Security Trust Company is always willing to be of
service to its depositors in helping them to solve business
and financial problems. 'We consider this to be an obli
gation which we owe our depositors and the communi
ties we serve.

' dens. Dinner will be served at noon.
In the afternoon there will be sepa
rate meetings of men and women.
The youngest child of Mr. and
Representative E. N. Hobbs, a
Mrs. H. J. Autio had the misfortune member of the 85th Legislature was
The interesting nature story which
last Wednesday of getting hls arm home from Augusta with his family
appeared in Saturday's Courier-Ga
caught in an electric wringer, breakweekend.” Mr HobteThas
Service, backed up by the highest possible degree of
zette relative to the interesting finds
ing one bene and two blood vessels. been able to make the trip by autowhich workmen had made at Pine
Byron
Coombs
of
Pleasant
Point
safety, are, in our opinion, the two most important quali
.
mobile over and return each week
Mill attracted much attention, and
was ir. this place Thu’sdav in the ,. „„ . .
..................
,
-u__
thus
far.
Amos
and
Andy
may
broadcast
fications of good banking. We try to conduct the busi
there was the usual crop of skeptics
interest of the clam husintss for
Miss Rachel Noyes was a guest of
a half hour program once a week
to vouchsafe the opinion that Arthur
Black and Gay of Thomastor. Clam Miss Ruth Hunt Sunday in Camden.
ness of this bank on these principles.
starting in a month or so on be
Packard must have been dreaming
ming is a very discouraging propo Mrs. J. B. Marriner visited friends
half of tbe Pepsodent mouth wash.
when he saw June bugs. Determined
sition to the diggers this spring, as in Camden last week.
The new program will not Use
to confront the incredulous ones with
a cut to 45_.cents
rather. hard
. seems
,
.
There was a good attendance at
the Amos and Andy name, but
proof positive he put some of the
on them. The banks are nearly dug lhe Graoge Saturday> although it
will be designated by the boys’
congealed specimens in his coat
to the limit now. It is hard to un was a rainy day with hazardous 1
right names, Gosden and Correll.
pocket and started for town. The in
derstand how the diggers will be able traveling. The first and second de
Included will be an old style min
terior of the pocket was considerably
to make a living at the work thio grees were conferred on two candi
strel show, with a 25-piece or
warmer than the outside atmosphere,
spring. It looks as though the dates. Deputy James Dornan of
chestra as the background. The
and first thing Arthur knew the June
hardest times were just reaching us East Union was present also several
boys will write their own scripts
bugs had woke and were rubbing
Mrs. Albert Jameson. Mrs. Carl ojjjer visitors. The usual fine dinner
as with their Fresh Air Taxi pro
their eyes. When Arthur made this
Fales and Austin Orne attended the was served at noon. The next ses
grams.
discovery he reached quickly for the
Farm Bureau meeting Thursday in sion will be Feb. 28.
other pocket in which he had placed
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
Masonic hall at tl)e village.
Miss Estelle Bartlett recently visitthe lock to an ancient musket, found
Will Rogers is to make three
M r. and Mrs. Arthur Lewis of the ed in R^and.
by the workmen when they had ex
hnr
n
rn
ronoivinfr
pfinoru
tn
Idtl/vnc
1
.
...
free appearances over the NJC
School at the corner, taught by
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye Harbor are receiving congratulations
cavated the June bugs, crickets and
network the latter part of this
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Feb. on the birth of a daughter Feb. 13. Miss Winnifred Burkett of Camden,
angleworms
But the flint lock
month. Tomorrow he will be
18. It is in New Glover block, oppo Mr. Lewis was formerly of this place. and the Payson school, by Miss
showed no signs of life.
heard over WEEI at 9.30 p. m.;
Sidney Bradford, agent for thd Rlollx of Fairhaven, Mass., closed
site Masonic Temple. She will be
Feb. 23 over WEEI at 9.30, and
Financial Institutions. Inc., ls a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
pleased to meet old and new friends. Christy Co. of New York city is vis- Priday for seVeral weeks’ vacation,
Without a touch of ceremony the
Feb. 26 over WBZ at 8.30.
iting his parents Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Miss Rioux returned to her home
having total resources of more than £86.000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial Institu
20-21
new building of the New England
tions. Inc. ls owned by Maine capital and the corporation ls managed by Maine men who have had long aud
liam Bradford. He has been trav- gaturday
Rogers
volunteered
to
go
on
the
Telephone & Telegraph Co., Bangor
successful experience ln banking and financial operation.
eling in southern parts during the
____________
air as an expression of gratitude
was officially opened yesterday
WITH THE BOWLERS winter.
to The Revelers, a male quartet,
morning. This new structure is the
SOUTH WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall of
and the commercial sponsors of
most modern business block in Ban
The Federals and Forties main South Hope spent Sunday at the
the three programs.
Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Copeland at
gor and is an imposing spectacle in
tained their comfortable leads in the home of R. J. Marshall.
tended a card party at Harrison
the heart of the Queen City's busi
Carr's alley bowling leagues last
Capt. Roy Morton is driving a new whitehill's in Thomaston Saturday
Adventures which she and her
ness district. M. C. Orbeton. a form
week, and interest now seems to Reo sedan.
NOT MANY DID THAT
"Lady,” said the beggar, "could
TENANT’S HARBOR
evening.
husband recently encountered in
er Rockland boy, is district traffic
center on the question of second
you gimme a quarter to get where
The heavy rain of Saturday settled
Elmer
Davis
was
called
to
Lisbon
President
Hoover
has
sent
his
perthe
jungles
of
Sumatra
will
be
de

superintendent of the Bangor plant,
place in each league. Here is the the snow nearly one-half. Lets , pails by the death of his mother Mrs.
sonal check to the American Red me lanlllV lsscribed by Mrs. Ernest B. Schoedwith an office on the third floor, in
standing:
hope we will see some more soon.
Laura Williams which occurred at
Eureka Lodge, F.&A.M., will work Cross for $7500. This represents 10
Certainly, my poor man, here's a
sack,
wife
of
the
producer
of
company with the other officers of
League
The most interesting conversation
,ry of , quarter. Where is your family?”
"Chang" and “Grass," during the
the district. Only a part of the
w L PC. P.F. in this neighborhood just now is on the home of her daughter Mrs. Alice the M. M. degree Thursday night at i percent of his annual
Teams
$75,000.
Pike in that place. Friends there of 7.30. Refreshments will be served.
“At de movies."
Paramount Publix broadcast to
building is in full use at the present
48 17 .738 18,276 hard times and town meeting
Federals
Mrs. Williams are saddened by the
night over WNAC at 10.30.
38 23 .633 16,361
time, but the whole system is ex
The Pirates
This community was saddened
37 23 .617 16.387 Saturday by news of the death of news of her death. She was for
pected to be in operation the latter
Forty Club 3
this town and was a true and loyal
16.306
24
.600
Burpee
Furniture
36
part of May or the first of June.
If your set was not operating
Capt. Blanchard T. Orne of Thom thi stown and was a true and loyal
17.597
.569
28
Boiler
Makers
37
to the queen's taste last night
aston. Capt. Orne for many years
Ford Motor Co. 22 38 .367 16.077 was a resident of this place and con- friend.
State Senator St. Clair discussed
consult your radio doctor im
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
15928
.300
18
42
Street
Railway
the activities of the present session
mediately. Reception was very
ducted a general store, nearly 12 Mr and Mrs. Leslie Copeland vis.200
18,483
14
56
of legislature before the Forty Club
powerful, tone clear and no fad
years ago moving to Thomaston j(ed their brother Harris Copeland
County League
yesterday, laying special emphasis on
ing.
PC. P.F. where he had since made his iiome. Sunday at the Meadows.
the reformatories in which he has n
Teams
W
At the meeting of Good Will :
.769 18.352 He leaves relatives and friends in
Forty Club 2 or 1 50
keen interest. He was particularly
Among the stations which
.667 17.145 ! this place who join in sympathy Grange Thursday evening a Lincoln
40
Dark Horses
interested in the boys' school at
with
the
bereaved
family.
came lo my net last night was
program was carried out after, which
.600 18.487
39
Five Aces
South Portland and his committee is
KWKH of
Shreveport, La.
a march was formed to the dining
.467 16.751
28
Wholesalers
trying to secure the introduction of
where somebody was delivering
hall where refreshments were served.
.446 18.178
HOPE
29
Under Dogs
manual training there. O. E. Wishone of the most impassioned ad
.436 15.095
Mrs. L. P. True is giving a whist The ice cream was in the nature of a
Kickapoo C. G. 24
man was welcomed into club mem
dresses I ever heard on the radio.
.400 15,584 party at her home Wednesday eve- surprise, being donated^ by^Mr., and
22
Central Maine
bership. The annual meeting will be
Page. ”
Feb.
.200 17.836 ning for the benefit of the street Mrs. Frank ”
13
‘1' 19 will be
L.P.C. Dragons
held next Tuesday night at 6.30 in
celebrated by degree work and a
lights fund.
the Thorndike dining room with an ♦ STRAND THEATRE
Last night’s results in Carr's Alley
“Vegetables for Health" is the sub birthday supper at 6.30.
entertainment and the ladies invited.
It is with sorrow news has been
Members are asked to make reserva
A famous picture—“Resurrection” leagues: Under Dogs 1470, Kickapoo, ject of the next Farm Bureau pieeting
tions immediately with John H. Mc —will be shown Wednesday and 1329: Boiler Makers 1332, Federate to be held at Grange hall Feb. 20 received of the death of Capt.
It will begin promptly at 10.30 and Blanchard Orne, which occurred
1315.
Loon.
Thursday, starring Lupe Velez. This
is to be a combined session for both Feb. 14. He was a man whose
Niio’s Repair Shop, Spring street, men and women. R. C. Wentworth, friends were legion and all feel his
•Writing from Melbourne, Fla., un review was furnished by Nance
February 7, 1931
will be open Saturday nights here county agent, will be present in the death to be a great loss not only to
der date of Feb. 12, Mrs. Freeman O'Neil.
j morning to discuss vegetable gar- his family but to the community.
8-tf
Young says: “Imagine my surprise to
In my life which has been chiefly after.—adv.
receive a Courier-Gazette, the very devoted to the stage and but re
next morning after I arrived here, i cently to the talking pictures, I have ,
Dear Buick Owner:
I was delighted to get it, because you seen many young girls bubbling over 1
see I am about 1800 miles from home, j with hopes of stage success, these
It is just grand here, and such a hopes in most cases fading into
change from Rockland’s 14 deg. oblivion. But in Lupe Velez, I dis
Because of its importance, we decided to inform
below the morning before I left. | covered a burning spark, sincerity
you now that the present line of 1931 Buick Straight Eights will
Three days later I was in bathing, and a devotion to work from the first
and eating strawberries right off the day we shook hands and she, in an
not be replaced by new. models this summer.
vines, for only 15 cents a box. almost humble and frightened voice,
Florida is just grand. I am visiting asked if I would help her with her
Buick, as you know, has introduced its new cars
my sister. Mrs. Frank Langill, who lines.
»
on
August
1st,
year
after year. But inasmuch as these new Straight
has been here for the past five win
Miss Velez is co-etarred with John
ters.”
Eight models have met with such spontaneous approval by thousands
Boles in “Resurrection" and I have a
small part.
everywhere, Buick has decided to continue manufacturing the present
Ray C. Hopkins of Fredericksburg,
Lupe Velez is firey. but not in the
Va., has been promoted from assist way people think. She has fires of
Eights throughout the summer and coming fall.
•
ant manager to manager of the Vir deep emotion within. She possesses
ginia Electric Light and Power Com ability to express emotional drama
This
is
mighty
good
news
to
thousands
of
Buick
Your Vacuum Cleaner, like all highly efficient machines,
pany Mr. Hopkins went to Freder unusually well. She has a spark of
owners because they will buy new Buicks now with the knowledge
icksburg from Richmond about a genius and she has tremendous his
reeds attention once in a while. You think nothing of run
year and a half ago. and has been trionic talent. I predict for Senorita
that there will be no model change next summer.
ning your automobile into the garage every 500 miles and
steadily employed by that company. Velez a complete success as an emo
He was f^jmerly of Camden, the son tional actress. The little star told
having it serviced, do you?—and yet your cleaner may go
They will find in these new Buicks a degree of
of Clifford Hopkins. His wife was
she has never been given a
for years without any attention at all, not even an oiling.
performance that is certain to give them a genuine thrill. All
Miss Isma Crockett, daughter of G. me
chance to display her dramatic self
O. B. Crockett, this city. Mr. Hop until
have the safe, silent-shift Syncro-Mesh transmission. All have
executives of Universal studios
kins' promotion is most gratifying to
It will run perhaps indefinitely, year in and year out,
Valve-in-Head Straight Eight engines. And all have the famous
friends both in this city and espe gave her the difficult role of Katusha
Maslova in Tolstoy's great love epic.
insulated Bodies by Fisher.
cially in Camden, his home town.
without
this
attention
but
a
check-up
every
two
years
will
"Resurrection” is a great picture for
insure
a
lifetime
of
efficient
service.
several
reasons
and
I
know
there
will
Philip L. Martin, instructor at the
So well has the 1931 line been received that, out
School of Practical Art, Boston, was never be an artiste who can play
of every 100 eights sold in Buick1s price class, 56 are Buicks.
in charge of the archery activities at Katusha better than Lupe Velez does,
the Sportsman s show at Mechanics —adv.
May we suggest that you drive the Eight as Buick
hall last week. Mr. Martin chose as
NOW BILL, YOUR TURN
one of his designers of his booth, Ed
Builds It? Your Buick dealer will be glad to have you take the
We will thoroughly clean your vacuum cleaner, in
win E. Witham. who is a freshman
wheel and learn at first hand how much Buick Straight Eight
stall new motor brushes and overhaul it for $1.75.
at the school and receives highest Arkansas Judge Sentences Negro To
performance adds to the Joy of motoring.
Hear the Famous American Hu
rank in his class. Young Witham is
If it eosts more than this amount, we will estimate
morist’s Lecture
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer With
the cost and advise you before doing the work. Gen
am of this city.
Very truly yours,
erally, however, S1.75 will put tlir average cleaner in
Bill Johnson, Negro, was under
running
order
again.
“Life's a hard struggle," quoth car sentence Tuesday to hear Will
BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT. MICH.
No. 24 of the Street Railway, as it Rogers.
Bill
was
brought
before
Municipal
went down on its knees Saturday
night, as the result of a broken axle. Judge Harper Harb, embarrassed.
"I borrowed me a chicken. Yo
The mishap occurred near the
Thorndike Farm and nobody wa' Honah," he replied to the court’s
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
hurt. The motorman hied himself query. "But Ah intended to sell it
to the nearest phone, and thd dis and get me a dollah to hear this
abled car was soon on its way to the Cap'n Will Rogahs, Judge.”
There war. silence as the court :
trolley sanitorium at Glencove.
considered the prisoner.
"If I let you go will you get back .
Manley T. Perry, proprietor of the
irk Street Cafe phoned down yes- the chicken?" asked the court.
"Yessah.
I suah will Jedge,’
rday in a considerable state of ex.
WILL
BUILD
THEM
at any of
our stores
tement that robins appeared on his eagerly affirmed the culprit.
"Very well then. I sentence you to I
emises. He qualified two days too
te in the “first robin" contest, but hear Will Rogers tomorrow night. O '
and
by the way here’s a dollar to
VALUE
MOTORS
G B N E R A L
still convinced that "New Rockbuy your ticket.”
1
nd" is still in the game.

EAST FRIENDSHIP

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND

pen letter
an
to Buick owners

Has Your Vacuum Cleaner
“Gone 500 Miles?”

Special February Offer

Central Maine Power
Company

•BUICK-

I
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ROCKPORT

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Peb. 17-March 1—Special services at
First Baptist Church.
Peb. 18—Lent begins.
Feb. 20—Annual meeting of KnoxJ
County Fish & Game Association at the''
Universalist vestry, Rockland.
Feb. 20 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch. (Ge&<tlemens night).
Feb. 21—Operetta at Universalist ves
try.
i
Feb. 22—Washington’s Birthday (ob
served on the 23d).
Feb. 23—Shakespeare Society meets,
with Mrs. Ruth McBeath.
Feb. 28—First annual Coast Guard k
ball. Temple hall.
Feb. 23—Rockport. Candlelight Tea
and Musical, auspices of Trytohelp Club.i
Feb. 24—Annual meeting of the Forty!
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
FVb. 24—C.M.P. Co.. Georgia Minstrels
at Glencove Grange hall.
Feb. 25—Public bridge Temple hall for .
Parent-Teacher Association.
4
March 2—North Haven town meeting. |
March 5—Evening card party at Cop
per Kettle by Candy Table committee,
of Universalist Church.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
L
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
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Oliver Ingraham was in Bangor
Thursday on business and also called
on his nephew, William Ingraham, a
student at U. of M.
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
and husbands were entertained at
dinner and cards Monday evening at
CONTINUING THROUGH FEBRUARY
the home of Mrs. Marie Bisbee.
Miss Martha Hartshorn who teaches ’
BUY NOW FOR FUTURE USE
at South Hope is spending the school
vacation of eight weeks at her home
here.
10c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 10c
The Twentieth Century Club held ,
a musical afternoon Friday at the
home of the president, Mrs. Minetta
15c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 15c
Paul. Twenty-one members were
present and the program arranged by
25c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 25c
Mrs. Linthel Lane and Mrs. Amy Mil
ler was much enjoyed. Readings on
I the lives of various musical artists
50c PAPERS, 2 ROLLS FOR 50c
I were given as follows: Heifetz, Mrs.
! Alice Gardner; Fritz Kreisler, Mrs.
AND ALL OTHER GRADES INCLUDED
1931 GOODS ALL IN
Elizabeth Spear; Emma Eames and
Geraldine Farrar, Mrs. Lane; Lillian
BAND AND BORDERS WITH ALL PAPERS
. Nordica, Mrs. Miller. Victrola selec: tions interspersed the program. The
club will hold an open meeting next
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
night. Supper at 6.15.
Mildred Putnam with the program in
NORTHEND
charge of the entertainment commit
TELEPHONE 1061
ROCKLAND
This morning’s weather: Cloudy,
tee. Mrs. George Currier, Mrs. Alice
20-21
wind northeast, temperature 35 de
Gardner and Mrs. Amy Miller.
grees above zero.
Herbert Mann, Jr., is ill from the
prevailing epidemic.
Ralph Thorndike of Hotel Rock,
At the regular meeting of Harbor
Ruth Je’ahnetfe Wheeler brought
AMES-GREY
BARBARA T. WIGGIN
Light Chapter, O.E.S., this evening
land staff is at Knox Hospital where in ripe pussy willows Sunday.
he has been operated upon.
A pretty wedding ceremony was past matrons’ and patrons' night will
This community has seldom rebe observed, the stations being filled
Walter E. Weeks is substituting for ceived a greater shock than that solemnized Saturday evening
— at 7.15, |
past officers. Naomi Chapter of !
The children in the harmonica the Eastern Steamship agent at Bel.
when Miss Mildred C. Grey and Mer- by
band are asked to report at the Mc {ast.
which it sustained Sjjnday with the jon k Ames were uuited in marriage, Tenant’s Harbor and Forget-Me-Not
Lain building tomorrow morning at
news that one of its talented young ] at the home of the bride, 28 Masonic of South Thomaston will be guests, i
10.30.
The ceremony was per Supper at 6.30.
Mrs. William Smolander of Ston- daughters, Miss Barbara T. Wiggin, I street. The
A trio from the choir of the Baptist !
ington is the guest of her mother, had succumbed to an attack of pneu- [orm®d
*ev' “eF?lan, winchen- Church, Edgar P. Shibles, Charles
Last week's prizes at Carr's alleys; Mrs. Annie Trundy.
monia
Bath ritv
T. , bauSh ®nd Jhe doub>e nng service Marston and Thomas McCluskey.'
_____
monia at Bath City Hospital. It was used. The matron of honor was
V. Norton, 139: Bernier, 127; I. Snow’
Mrs. John L. Beaton of Oliver
Jul?Wn ?°„a /ew intimate friends i Mrs. Fannie Chandler and the called Saturday evening at the home
124; S. Williams, Philbrook and
of W. A. Clark who is very ill, and
Goodwin, 121.
street is nursing a broken wrist as of the family Saturday that her con- i groomsman was Cecil Ames, a sang for him several of his favorite
dition was critical, but to her friends ' brother of the groom. The bride was
the result of a fall on the ice.
at large there had come no intima- 1 attired in blue canton and carried selections, an act which was much
■ George Ryan and Misses Helen
appreciated by both Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral
services
for
Mrs.
Edith
tion of her brief illness. Miss Wiggin pink roses. The matron of honor Clark.
/Dunbar and Sarah Linnell are
wore blue printed chiffon and car
Snowdeal
will
be
held
this
afternoon
in New York in the interest of Ful
was a member of the Morse High ried pinks.
The Thursday evening prayer ser«
at 2 o'clock from Burpee parlors.
ler-Cobb-Davis.
School faculty—instructress in French
Immediately after the service all ice at the Baptist Church will begin
at 7 o'clock this week instead of 7.30
Ernest D. Blaisdell, president of at the age of 22—and though suffer informal reception took place and as usual.
Mrs. Chailes G. Hewett is em
refreshments were served.
ing
from
a
severe
cold
was
at
her
the
Blaisdell
Automobile
Co.
which
ployed at the office of Dr. E. W.
The Saturday Club was entertained
The bride is a former resident of
Peaslee, entering upon her new du has a branch in this city, was found desk as recently as last Tuesday.
last week at the home of Mrs. May- ;
Bluehill.
but
has
been
employed
at
dead in his room at a Bangor hotel
Miss Wiggin was born in Boston, Trainer's bakery for about three nard C. Ingraham with Mrs. Effie
ties yesterday.
Saturday. He was 48.
the only child of Ralph L. and Leola years. The groom is a baker and is Veazie as hostess.
Mrs. Clifford Gardner was the '
Mrs. John Thomas will be chair
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained (Thorndike) Wiggin. She attended employed at the Ellsworth Bakery in weekend
guest of Mrs. Ray Easton.
man of the supper at the meeting of the THE Club last evening at her the public schools .of Braintree Ellsworth.
An entertainment will be given '
the Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet apartment on Talbot avenue for sup- Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Wiggin later
RESOLUTIONS
The great and supreme Ruler Thursday evening at the town hall
erans tomorrow evening.
per and bridge Honors were won by returned to Rockland and their ofWhereas.
the universe has ln His Infinite wis under the auspices of the school band,
Mrs John M. Richardson, Mrs. Lena daughter graduated from Rockland dom removed from among us one of our the program to consist of band selec
K. C. Rankin of the Rockland & K. Sargent and Mrs. Fred T. Veazie Rjgj, gchOol in 1925 as salutatorian. beloved members. Minnie Deane; and
whereas, the long and Intimate relations tions, solo numbers and the movie
Rockport Lime Corp, is at Adams,
She graduated from Wheaton Col- held with her makes It befitting that “Young America."
Mass., on business at the plant of
The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. lege in june j930 while at Whea- we reoord our appreciation of her:
Friends in town of Mrs. Hattie
the Hoosac Valley Lime Co., Inc.
through the courtesy of Congress-, ton> she had the honQr Qf being sfi_ therefore.
Resolved, the capable and conscien Gregory were grieved to learn that
man White has sent several reels of icctecj as one of a group of students tious way she has exercised her duties she is at Knox Hospital suffering from
Norman Kalloch, a recent graduate motion pictures, to be shown at the to sjady in France. Her junior year, In our Order by service, contributions, a fractured hip as a result of a fall at
counsel will long be remembered.
of Rockland Commercial College, annual meeting of the Knox County , 1928-1929, was passed in that coun- and
nesuiveu,
mai the
me remuvtu
Resolved, That
removal vn
of such
such aa her home at Glencove.
has entered the employ of the C. H. Fish and Game Association rnaay pry, Where she studied at La Sor- 1 hie leaves a vacancy and a shadow that
Mrs. Lola Beardsley of Meredith,
Rice Co. at its local branch.
night. One concerns the rearing of bonne and at the University of wlll be deeply realized by all the mem N. H„ is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Ber
bers who knew her and by the friends
trout.
Nancy.
she made In this community;
nice Mears, Camden street.
Resolved. That with deep sympathy
Reservations should be made not
Of her work at Morse High School
with
the
bereaved
relatives
of
the
de

There
was
a
strange
visitor
in
and
of
ber
j
n
fi
uence
j
n
that
com
later than Thursday for the annual
ceased. we express our hope that even
Operetta Delightfully Presented
fish and game banquet at the Uni Lermond s Cove yesterday forenoon, munity the Bath Daily Times said:
so great a loss to us all may be over
and for the moment It caused a com“Miss Wiggin came to this city in ruled for good by Him who doeth all
versalist Church Friday night.
The stage at the town hall never
things
well:
plete suspension of business on that September as French instructress.to Resolved.
Re,olvetl Tnat
v ofof these
resnThat aa COD
copy
these reso- presented a more attractive setting
Among the Bowdoin students in part of the waterfront. The visitor succeed Miss Alice N. Magoun who unions be' spread upon the records of than when the curtain was raised
resigned after 35 years of teach-the organization, a copy printed in the Friday night on the first act of the
the class of '31 who received straight was the cutter Kickapoo, looking aipaper, and a copy forwarded to the
as large as the Cove, itself. jng experience. She at once en- local
"A" rank the past semester was Paul most
| operetta “The Toy Maker," presented
bereaved family.
smashing
ice
in
the
interests
of
nav
deared herself to her pupils and to
Elizabeth Greenlaw. P. C.,
Andrew Walker of Belmont, Mas§^,
by Rockport grammar school. The
Igation:
Ida
Dyer.
M.R.C.,
all
with
whom
she
came
in
contact.
who has friends in this city.
^:ene was the interior of the Toy
Mellle Gillis. P.T.,
Upon her arrival in this city^ Miss
Maker's workshop and grouped about
Gloria Temple. No. 91.
Calais Academy girls have broad Wiggin became a member of the Cos
North
Haven.
him on every hand were girls and
The Merchants Committee of the cast a challenge for State basketball
I boys costumed to represent the toys
Chamber of Commerce has voted to honors to all girls' basketball teams mopolitan Club and made her home
in
the
clubhouse.
Her
sweet
disposi

' he had made:
recommend the closing of business in general and to Rockland High in
Mona Stahl, the best dressed doll;
establishments on Monday, Feb. 23, particular. It will be recalled that tion made her popular with the
members
who
found
her
congenial
Alice Steward, rag doll; True Spear.
in observation of Washington’s Calais Academy sent a remarkably
and
pleasant
at
all
times.
She
was
Jr., wooden soldier; Marion and Mary
birthday.
Clever sextette here two years ago instrumental in getting other teachCavanaugh, Chinese dolls; Flora
There will be a special communi- I
a
nut a? »
member(s of tbe club'
Wellman and Vera Richards, blue
US.IM
stance
they
failed
of
victory
but
put
,
At
its
February
meeting,
she
enjackets; Louise Tolman, balloon girl;
cation of Rockland Lodge, F.&A.M
up
a
fine
game.
;
tranced
her
hearers
with
a
delightHelena Upham, baby doll; Madeline
Wednesday night at 7.30, with work
-------| fully vivid talk qf her life in France
Smalley, Japanese; Hilda Wall, Indian
in E. A. degree. Members will note i Dr. J. C. Hill's
house on Camden j whne she was a student at La Sormaid; Marie McFarland, Spanish
that this meeting is Wednesday in- i street was broken ,nto about a week , bonne and the University of Nancy.
FRESH KISSES
senorita; Ethel Morse, piccaninny;
stead of Tuesday, the usual day.
ag0 and a number of small articles | Miss wiggin's educational career
Lucy Childs, modern doll; Everett
Assorted Flavors
r? r.
ti teken including a clock. Three j was brilliantly marked from the time
Morong, brown bear; Lillian Whitney,
v0™r„J i':Sj cb'ia speaker -Deadeye Dicks,” whose ages range when she graduated from Rockland
Dutch doll; Walter Weed, sailor do 1;
30c lb.
England Conference of . from u t0 13 were rounded up yes- High School with second honors and
Joyce Simmons, dancing doll; Roberta
Y.MU.A. s meeting at Poland Spring terday by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick i her studies in France endowed her
Holbrook. Beatrice Lane, Dorotny
for three days beginning Feb. 27. Mr. and
mornjng will be made by with exceptional qualifications as a
Burns, Barbara Noyes as four leaf
Moran will debate with W. Gerald Judge Butler to realize the serious- j language teacher. She was intensely
HARD
CANDIES
clovers; Vera Easton, Dorothy Well
House of Augusta on the Maine pow ness of their offense.
devoted to her work, and was like
man, Gertrude Havener, Phyllis
er issue.
For Parties and Socials
wise foremost in social diversions, as
Crockett, cupids; Mary Daucett, Ear
Those from this city who attended applied to the younger set where her 1
19c, 39c lb.
line Davis, Barbara Richardson. Mar
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets the operetta “The Toy Maker,” given vivacity and charm made her an ac
jorie Brodis, bunny rabbits; Gladys
Thursday afternoon for work. A at Rockport under auspices of the knowledged leader and favorite.
Noyes, Lucille Dean, Betty Cavanaugh,
public supper, with fish chowder as grammar school of that place, enjoyed
Miss Wiggin is survived by her I
the feature, will be served at 6 a real treat. It was an unusually- parents and her grandfather Fred A. Asst. Cream and Nut Beatrice Marston as teddy bears.
Raymond Snow as the Toy Maker
o'clock, with Mrs. Effie Walsh and pleasing entertainment and the parts Thorndike, by whom she was idol
was excellent in his part and his op
Mrs. Marcia Green in charge. The were all well taken by the young ized. The funeral services will be
CARAMELS
posite Vera Bray as the mother was
usual business session will take place folks, evidencing excellent training. held at the Thorndike residence,
very natural and her acting brought
in the evening.
The stage settings were in fine taste Maple street at 2.15 this afternoon.
39c lb.
forth peels of laughter from the audi
and the whole affair reflected mucn
ence. William Smalley, the clown,
Friday afternoon the L.T.L. held credit upon those in charge.
A. L. Babbidge, photographer, re
waa well chosen for that part and the
a social in the vestry of the Baptist
ceived word yesterday of the death
dance in which he featured with Alice
Church. A prohibition playlet. "The
Chocolate Covered
It isn't very often that Johnny of his brother, Frank L. Babbidge, i
Steward was encored several times
Last Drink," written by Charles Watte the Thorndike tonsoralist gets j formerly of Rockland, which oc- i
and was one of the hits of the eve
Emery Jr., was enacted by Gwendo caught napping but he was "all wet ' curred Sunday afternoon in a DeCHERRIES
ning. Virginia Noyes as the Princess
lyn Rubenstein, Miles Sawyer, Ber when he bet Jack Harvey a ten-spot troit Hospital where he had been a
was very attractive and a delight to
nice Robinson, Gladys Widdecomb, that Jack couldn't name the pic- patient for about six weeks followthe audience in both her singing and
brace Clancy and Otis Drake.
39c, 50c lb.
tures of the Presidents as shown in a ing an automobile accident. He was
■speaking parts Others who deserve
magazine. Harvey went through the thought to be improving, his death
worthy mention are Eugene Lowell,
One hundred and fifty persons sat list letter perfect,
and the boys coming very suddenly. Mr. Babbidge
the Prince; Steward Rhodes, the Em
down to the bounteous supper pre around the barber shop are now made a visit to his former home in
FRESH
peror; Arthur Turner, the Herald:
ceding the meeting of Golden Rod wondering how he got that way. Rockland two summers ago.
Walter Bryant, Carl Eaton, Ralph
Chapter, Friday night, with Mrs. John was just recovering his speech
COCOANUT CAKES Marston and Edward Noyes as Cou
Belle Frost and Mrs. Blanche Maxey yesterday.
BORN
riers. The specialties consisted of
in charge. The new officers filled the
JONES—At Southbridge, Mass.. to Mr
selections by the Toy Symphony Or
and Mrs. Jesse Jones (Joyce Little- I
chairs at the chapter meeting and in
24c
doz.
The W.C.T.U. will meet in the
hale) a daughter. Winifred.
chestra and a butterfly dance grace
a short program Mrs. Evelyn White Central Maine Club rooms Friday
—At Searsmont.
Feb. j
fully executed by Arlene Ingraham
sang solos and Mrs. Grace Rollins afternoon. Mrs. Althea G. Quimby. DRINKWATER
11. to Mr. and Mrs. Robte Drinkwater. I
and Phyllis Johnson, their costumes
gave readings. Past Matrons and State president will be the guest [
a son.
Blanched Salted
of black and gold with wide spread
Past Patrons night will be observed speaker. Mrs. Quimby is a very ac- ' THEBUS—At Denver. Col.. Feb. 1. to Mr
and Mrs. Armln Thebus i Dorothywings adding to the natural charm of
by the Chapter at Its meeting Friday tive, busy woman and much in de
PEANUTS
Andrews) a daughter, Katherine And
the young ladies.
Feb. 27.
mand as a speaker. It is a great
rews.
The operetta was repeated Satur
privilege to have her visit the local moody—At Waldoboro. Feb. 12. to Mr
39c lb.
day evening, both performances being
The children's operetta "Afternoon union at this time. Her message is \ and Mrs- Percy Moody- a son
witnessed by good sized and very
Tea" to be presented in the Univer always inspiring and encouraging.
appreciative audiences Those in
MARRIED
salist vestry Saturday afternoon at It is urged that all members both
charge of the affair were Ronald G.
ICECREAM
3 o’clock under the auspices of the locally and in the county be present. AMES-GRAY—At Rockland. Feb. 14. by
Rev. H R Winchenbaugh. Merton K
Billings, Margaret Allen Johnson,
Clara Barton Guild promises to ,be a A social hour will follow the pro
Ames nnd Miss Mildred C. Gray, both
music supervisor, Mrs. Minnie Well
most delightful entertainment, for gram.
of Rockland.
For Dessert
man, dancing instructor, and Roland
both children and adults. The op
Convenient
Pint
Bricks
Put
Up
Richards, stage manager. Mrs. Well
DIED
eretta will be augmented by several
At the meeting of Blue Bonnet WIGGIN—At Bath. Feb. 14. Barbara
Assorted Flavors
man also arranged many of the artis
specialty acts, and refreshments will Troop,
Girl Scouts, yesterday part of
Thorndike, daughter ol Mr and Mrs.
tic costumes. This has become an
be served. All for a (Small admission
Ralph Wiggin. aged 21 years. 9
which
was
devoted
to
a
social.
Mrs.
30c
pint
annual event with the school but this
fee. The net proceeds will be used Ruth
months, 5 days. Funeral Tuesday at
Ellingwood.
commissioner
2.15 from residence of Fred Thorndike,
by tire Guild for the charity work
year's production surpassed all previawarded
these
pins
and
badges:
Maple
street.
the young members strive to carry
out performances.
Tenderfoot pins, Eleanor Ames and Andrews—At Camden. Feb. 15. Aaron
on.
—
Mossman Andrews, aged 89 years. Fu
Marian Harvey; silver stars for 90
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Yc '
neral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from the
Baptist Church at West Rockport.
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re attendance. Arlene Havener and
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Feb.
Helen
Rubenstein:
gold
stars
for
PFRRY
—
At
Warren.
Feb.
15.
Mrs.
Har

lief Corps Thursday evening Lin
18. It is in New Glover block, oppo
Opposite Waiting Room
riet F. Perry, widow of Charles Perry,
coln's birthday was observed in an perfect attendance for two years.
site Masonic Temple. She will be
aged 78 years. 9 months. 16 days. Fu- .
Emma
Harding,
Avis
Lovejoy
and
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
appropriate manner. Comrade H. R.
pleased to meet old and new friends.
neral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Huntley was the only one present Alice Gay; second-class badges, Em REED—At Weeks' Mills. Feb. 3. Harry P.
20-21
ma
Harding,
Vcrnet
Morgan,
Ar

Reed.
who had seen Lincoln and heard him
lene
Havener,
Elizabeth
Till
and
MCFARLAND
—
At
New
Harbor.
Jan.
31.
talk. Commander Philbrick gave a
APPLETON RIDGE
Pauline Carolyn, daughter of Mr and
fine talk on Lincoln, and brief arti Betty Me Alary; first-class, Berna
Mrs. Maynard McFarland, aged 6
cles on The Great Emancipator were dette Snow, also merit badges for
months.
13
days.
Mrs. Hazle Perry visited last week
given by Mrs. Irene Winslow, Mrs. needlewoman and health winner; BABBIDGE—At Lansing. Mich.. Feb. 15.
with relatives in Warren.
Margaret Graves, Miss Annie Mullen. Helen Rubenstein, health winner;
nt Sparrow Hospital. Frank E. Bab
bidge of Detroit (formerly of Rock
The grade schools in town closed
Mrs. Julia Huntley, Mrs. Mildred Virginia Walker, citizenship, needle
land! aged 60 years. 11 months. 4 days.
Priday for five weeks vacation.
Condon. Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. woman and cook; Alice Gay. pioneer,
Cremation services ln Detroit; burial
citizenship,
needle
Maud Cables, Mrs. Ida Huntley. Mrs. homemaker,
In Ann Arbor, Mich.
A box social was held at the
Rebecca Ingraham. Mrs. Bessie woman, scout aid and health winner;
Grange hall Friday evening for the
CAllI) OF THANKS
Haraden. Mrs. Nellie Higgins and Helen Rubenstein now has 22 badges,
benefit of A.H.S. senior class.
We wish to thank all who were ro
Mrs. Adclma Mullen. The supper and Alice Gay and Avis Lovejoy each kind
to us ln our late bereavement.
The prayer and praise service was
was in charge of Mrs. Bertha Hig- have 21.
Especially do we wish to thank Mr. and
held with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Da
Mrs. Maynard Marston. Mr. and Mrs. John
gins and Mrs. Nellie Higgins.
vidson Thursday evening. 25 present.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges. Mrs.
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ya Stevens.
Carrie Davis Peasley, Miss Esther Nick
Truman Brown of Union was a
Those wonderful bargains of coats Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Peb. erson and Hiram Dolliver for their
recent guest at the Perry home.
and dresses that were in the base 18. It is in New Glover block, oppo beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Mary Osier. Mrs. Grace Stanley.
Miss Chrystal Stanley was an aft
ment department have been moved site Masonic Temple. She will be Mrs.
Abbie Atwood. Miss Millie Davis,
ernoon and supper guest, Thursday
to the mezzanine floor at Fuller- pleased to meet old and new friends. Mrs. Flora Dolliver. Leamen Davis.
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry.
29-21
Swan's Island, Me.
Cobb-Davis.—adv

2-for-l Sale of Wall Papers

Always First
Wednesday Special
BUTTER
2 lb roll Brookfield 59c

A New Low Regular Everyday Price
Until Further Notice.
Large Loaf Fresh Daily Arrivals
Our Usual Fine Quality Loaf W ill Remain the Same In Quality

BREAD

C. M. BLAKE’S

For the Lenten Season
Mild or Snappy As You Choose

CHEESE

6c

lb 25c

MAPLE SYRUP

COFFEE SALE

PURE

GARDEN OF ALLAH

GALLON CAN,

The Finest of Them All

MEAT SALE

23c lb.
*' •• * -

MACARONI'

Boneless Pot Roast,

lb.

20c

Rump Roast,

lb.

25c

Chuck Roast,

lb.

15c

3 Pounds for,

25c

Pig Liver,

lb.

10c

10 Pound Box,

69c

Sausage Patties,

lb.

20c

For the benefit of those who did not get
some of this fine article last week we
offer it again.

Bulk, ib.,

SOUP BONES
Fine Marrow Pieces, lb

12c

CORNED BEEF

49c

•ton,

18c

Fancy Brisket
Lean Middle Rib

Other Cuts,

2QC

Shaker Salt,

3 boxes

25c

Ivory Soap,

3 cakes

20c

Lux,

3 pkgs.

25c

Rinso,

3 pkgs.

25c

FOR SALAD OR SAUCE
Pound 19c

3 No. 2 cans

29c

This proved so popular we offer it again
this week

10c, 12c

MIXED FRUITS

c
R
I
S
P

SPINACH
PECK

F
R
E

15c

S
H

f

79c

PINT,________________________ 40c

BREAKFAST COFFEE

CANDIES

$2.99

QUART,

Now 33c lb.

CHISHOLM’S

CHISHOLM’S

You Will Find This Market
Always First, Ready and
Willing To Hand Along To
Customers Any Reduction
in Prices Made Possible By
Its Large Buying Power.
Read Below.

Fresh Arrival--Very Clean
3 lbs.

25c

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK

can

25c

For Fish and Potatoes or Strip Fish

Gorton’s Fish Cakes, 2 for

23c

Lb. 9c

SARDINES,

25c KING ARTHUR FLOUR, $1.09

FISH BITS,
CRABMEAT,

3 cans

PILLSBURY’S,
• IN THE

SHELL

85c

NORMAN R,________________ _69c

UTTLE NECKS,

doz.

17c

OYSTERS,

doz.

39c

SALT MACKEREL

Natives, 20 lb. kit,

NATIVE CORN

Golden Bantam,

2 cans

$2.25

LOBSTERS

25c

Alive

Boiled ’

Perry’s Market
WE ARE NOT THE LARGEST GROCERS IN THE WORLD—BUT WE
WOULD BE IF EVERYBODY KNEW WHAT NICE GOODS WE HAVE AT
SUCH LOW PRICES!

a
HERE’S LOYALTY FOR YOU
F. K. Smith Gives Rockport Girls’
Team the Praise He Feels That
They Deserve

Editor of The Courier Gazette:—
There's ar. old saying: “It isn’t
whether you've won or lost, but how
you've played the game." With this
thought in mind I would like to say
a few words about that plucky little
sextette, the Rockport High School
girls' basketball team.
faking a keen interest in the
"doins" of the Knox & Lincoln
League, I have attended all the
games so far between these schools
in the League and I say in all truth
that as far as “good sportsmanship”
goes, these girls sure have it all over

any other school, except, perhaps,
Lincoln Academy.
The Camden-Rockport girls' game
was an example worth mentioning.
When the Camden girls' team went
on tlie floor it was mistaken for
Cox's army, until it was revealed that
it was only Camden, after all. Tlie
team numbered 24 players in all.
Evidently they expected to play their
second, third and even fourth teams
in the game. To say that tlie Camdenites were surprised, is putting it
mildly, when the score, at the end of
the game was only 23 to 19, in favor
of Camden. Did they “alibi” or slam
Camden? No! they came off the
floor grinning, and congratulated
the winners.
Recently I read an account of the
Rockport-Rockland game, and I
must say I didn't like the adjective
“helpless" used in describing the
Rockport girls. I failed to see any

thing “helpless" in the way Graffam
and Lofman. guards, held down those
supposed “Champs” Mattson and
Howard, nor in the way that Riley
blocked all their passes in that direci tion. ably assisted by the side center
Tolman. The forwards. Priest and
Spear are the forthcoming "Champeens."
Probably this won't get to press but
even if it doesn’t, I feel relieved to
know I've told someone and, oh well!
I could write pages but all I have to
say for these Rockport girls, well,
watch out for ’em or they'll be coppin' the old cup for sure one o’ these
davs.
F. K. Smith.
Rockport, Feb. 12.
WHEN IN BOSTON—-You fan buy
' copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the

i home news, at the Old South Newa

Aueucy. Washington St., next Old South
j Church: also at M Andeluian' 284 Tre' ment St.

.......................... ..

The Mazaroff
Mystery
by

J.

S. /LETCHER

Muttratioru by Irwin

Myers

(©, by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.)
W. N. U. Service

CHAPTER XII

Lls~queer mouth, “and "he looked as
phlegmatig and unconcerned as
•ver.
"Thought you’d come this way,"
he said as we passed. “You’re In
good time—twenty-five minutes yet.
I should say she—they, I mean—'ll ’
not turn up till the last thing. And
all’s ready. The only thing is, if
this woman ls the woman we think
—Murdoch—who can recognize her
positively?"
“Mr. Holt can," answered May
thome.
Cottingley regarded me with spec- ,
ulative eyes—I fear I was not of
any great account ln his opinion.
“Know her?” he asked.
"I know her!” I answered.
Without another word he turned
on his heel toward the front of the
station.
“What’s to be done Is this,” he
said, walking between us. "The
Southampton train leaves Number
Four platform ten o’clock precise
thely. I’ve got two thoroughly de
pendable men from the Yard—had
to go there and tell ’em everything,
of course, If I meant to do any good
—and they and I’ll be on the plat
form. She’ll not know us. Now,
then, is there any fear of her know
ing either of you?”
“The strong presumption,” re
plied Maythome, “is that she'll
know us both."
“Very well," said Cottingley.
“Then, this is what we do. I’ve
already, with the detectives, given
the tip to the railway authorities—
that there may be an important ar
rest, d’ye see? Now. I’m going to
i post you two Just within the bar
rier, where you can’t be seen. You'll
keep there until the passengers be
gin coming through for the train.
I shall be close by—the detectives
to be a yard or two further on. in
touch with me; there’ll also be two
or three railway police about, in
case there’s any bother. Now,
If Mr. Holt there recognizes this
Murdoch woman. he’U signal to me
by lifting his hat the instant she
passes him—and you can leave the
rest to us.”
"AU clear!” said Maythome.
“We’ve got you, Cottingley."
We passed into the big brilliant
ly lighted station. Even at that late
hour of the evening It was crowd
ed. Oottlngley moved swiftly ahead
of us through the groups, passed us
through s barrier with a whis
pered word to the man in charge,
and, suddenly twisting to his left,
ushered us behind a big wooden
partltioB, a few yards away from
the gate whereat tickets were
punched.
"Remember I" he said. "If It’s
the woman we want—up with your
hat! But—he sure!”
That waiting was about as big
a trial of my nerves as I had gone
through—since I heard the last
shots fired in Flanders.- Folk eame
streaming in upon the platform;
porters went by with piles of lug
gage: there were all the scenes and
j sounds, hurryings and bustlings, in
cidental to the departure of a big
express bound for a great shipping
center. But what we waited for—
I with my eyes and throbbing

The Boat Train.
AYTHORNE hurried out of the
room, leaving me, still indig
nant and glowering, alone with
policemen. Presently Corkerdale,
who had been whispering to Man
ners, turned to me.
•‘It's all very well, and Tve no
doubt very natural, for you to be
a bit huffish, Mr. Holt," he said, half
pretestlngly, half apologetically.
"You’re sweet on the young lady,
as anybody with half an eye can
see, and—"
"Leave the young lady’s name out
of the question, if you please !” I
exclaimed. "And mine, too!”
"Bit difficult to leave her out,
Isn’t It?” he retorted, smiling. "Aft
er what we've Just heard! I don't
disbelieve her tale—not 11—though
I’m more than a hit surprised that
a young woman of her intelligence
—clever girl 1—should let herself be
trapped In that fashion. Trapped
she was, no doubt!—but I don’t be
lieve her mother was trapped!"
“What?” I exclaimed. “Why,
you’ve Just heard—"
“I’ve Just heard what we've all
Just -heard," he Interrupted. “My
opinion is that lt was all a put-up
job between Mrs. Elphinstone and
this woman Murdoch, and that Miss
Merchison has been taken in by
both. I think that Mrs. Elphinstone
went willingly to that house and
stood the detention there—she
wanted for nothing. You heard!
—so that her daughter, who was
beginning to know too much and
to get dangerous, should be kept
safe and quiet while the Murdoch
woman got right away! And I’ll
lay all I’m worth to a penny that
Murdoch knocked that chapBownas
on the head in that back alley,
and that by now she’s some
where
"You don’t think that Mrs.
Elphinstone knew anything about
Bownas!” I said. “Good Lord, ac
cording to you—"
“According to me. sir. Murdoch
murdered Masaroff, and Mrs.
Elphinstone's well aware of It,” he
said determinedly. "There's what
the lawyers call prima facie evi(lence of that, anyhow, and Man
ners here agrees with me! And
we're not going out of this hotel
until that doctor conies back, and
then we're going to see if Mrs.
Elphinstone Isn't fit to be ques
tioned. And if she isn’t—just yet
—then we’re going to stay on the
premises till she is! So there!"
Before I could say anything the
outer door opened and Maythome
stuck half his face inside the
room.
“Holt!" he said.
I went to him; he drew me Into
tlie corridor and closed the door,
"Message from Oottlngley,” he
said in a whisper. “He’s been car
rying on a close investigation of
steamship offices this last fortyeight hours, working like a nigger.
And at last he’s hit on something!
This afternoon a woman, closely
answering to the description I gave
him of Alison Murdoch, booked
two passages for New Zetland at
tlie New Zealand Shipping company
offices in Cockspur street, by their
ship the Rimertaka, which leaves
Southampton early tomorrow morn
ing. The boat train is the ten
>'clock tonight from Waterloo. Cottingley’s down there—he’s got a
couple of detectives with him from
the Yard: to save time he went
there and told what he'd discov
ered. We'll get down there st once
—the Immediate question ls—shall
we tell these fellows Inside? What
do you think?"
"Porkprdale's Just declared that
he won't leave this hotel till he’s
questioned Mrs. Elphinstone.” I re
plied. "He’s going to wait for the
doctor's return."
‘‘Then come on 1" he said. "It’s
now about nine-twenty—we shall
be at Waterloo In plenty ef time.
Gad I—I shouldn’t wonder If Cottlngley’s struck the trail at last!—
I told you what a sharp chap he Is.”
We ran down to the entrance ,
I'rill; outside there were two or '
ttiree taxicabs standing about; Maythorne made for the first.
“We’d better gull up a little short
of Waterloo,” he remarked as we
got In. "Stop ln York road—by
tbe hbtel there,” he added to the
driver. "You see, Holt," he went
on as we moved off southward. "If
this woman is Murdoch, she'll
know you from having seen you at I
the Woodcock; she may know me, i
though I don't remember her. So
we must move warily; If she's at )
tempting a total clear-out, the least i
thing will put her off. But—she
booked two passages, this woman
of whom Oottlngley's heard. Now,
for whom can the other be?"
"Can she have had an accom
plice?—if this woman really ls Mur
doch T’ I suggested.
"She's had accomplices here In
London, in that Harrow road affair,
without doubt,” he answered. "May |
be the brother she spoke of to Mrs.
Elphinstone and Miss Merchison.
But as an accomplice ln the Ma
zaroff business—now! If she had—"
He paused there and remained si
lent so long that at last I asked
him what he was thinking about.
“I was thinking this," he an
swered slowly. “This!—that if this
woman Murdoch really murdered
Mazaroff and had an accomplice,
and if Murdoch Is the woman who
booked two passages for New Zea
land this afternoon, and If—It’s all
if, you seel—If the second passage
is for the accomplice, why, then,
we’re probably going to have a very
astounding surprise and revelation!
But as I say. It’s all Ifs.”
We got out of the cab at the cor
ner of York road and walked quick
ly toward the big station. Before
we were half way up the Incline we
met Oottlngley. He was loung
ing along with his hands ln his
trousers pockets and a cigarette
jianging loogeliLfrem Ui9 cornar st
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Woman Was Just Coming
Through the Barrier—A Tali,
Slim Woman, of Erect, Easy Car.
rtage.

nerves—was long ln coming. Across
the broad expanse of station, above
some far-distant platform, hung a
clock—I could not avoid an occasional glance at IL Never, surely,
had the hands moved more slowly.
Twenty minutes to ten. Ten min
utes to ten. Five—four—three—
“Holt I” whispered Maythome.
“Sharp, now! Is that she?"
A woman was Just coming
through the barrier—a tall, slim
woman, of erect, easy carriage. By
her side was another woman, slight
er ln height, of fuller figure, and
heavily veiled. I could not see her
face, but the face of the taller wom
an was that which I had seen two
or three times ln the big kitchen
at the Woodcock. A second later
she and her companion, each car
rying a substantial-sized valise, had
passed the ticket puncher and come
full Into the light I had no doubt
then, and my hand went up to the
brim of my hat as if a machine
had moved It.
“Come on!” said Maythome.
“Now for it! But—who's tlie
other?"
The two women were being hur
ried Into a third-class compartment
by an already Impatient guard as
watching detectives, some railway
policemen, Cottingley, and Maytliorne and I closed round them.
One of the detectives laid a hand
on the taller woman’s arm . . .
It was the first time In my life
that I had ever seen an arrest, and
I was amazed at the quickness, the
dexterity, the absence of fun, in lt.
We had the two women into the
little office close by, and the door
locked, and the blinds down, be
fore I had realized what was hap
pening—as the key turned in the
door I heard the whistle of the
guard and the shriek of the engine
as the ten o’clock sped out to time.
And then I turned ... to an
swer a question.
“That’s Alison Murdoch—yes!” I
said. “Yes—without doubt.”
The senior detective turned to
tbs other woman. She was leaning

against a table; her breath was
coining in short, sharp gasps; her
whole frame trembled.
"Take off that veil 1” snapped the
detective. “Come on. now!"
We stood staring Intently as the
woman lifted a hand and divested
herself of the thlok veiling that had
completely obscured her features.
It fell aside—and it was from May
thome, usually so cool and collect
ed, that the first excited exclama
tion broke;
“Good G—d! Mrs. Musgrave 1”
Mrs. Musgrave burst Into tears
and turned on Alison Murdoch, who
stood close bv, grim and defiant.
"Yon said it would be all right!"
she walled reproachfully. “You
swore to me that we were safe, this
way! You said and said again and
again that there wasn't the least
chance of 'em catching us—"
“Hold your tongue, you fool 1"
snapped Alison Murdoch.
I stood by, sick, wondering, while
Cottingley, under the detectives'su
pervision, unlocked the women’s va
lises and turned out their contents.
A sore spot no larger than a quarter can spread to the
There was money there la a sur
whole throat overnight. Gargle the very moment you
prising quantity—bank notes that
had been Mazarotrs, of course—and
feel the least soreness. Physicians recommend Bayer
there were diamonds, and MasarolFs personal properties. And ln
Aspirin for this purpose. It allays all inflammation
Alison Murdoch’s valise there was
immediately.
It reduces the infection.
Just crush three
a gold hunter watch, within which
was an Inscription to the effect that
tablets in
tumblerful of water, and gargle well.
It was a present te James Bownas
It’s a wise plan to take Bayer Aspirin after exposure
from his colleagues . . .
“There’s always something that
to had weather or whenever a cold threatens. If you
these people forget,” remarked
ever have neuralgia, neuritis, or rheumatism, you
Maythome, when, a quarter of an
hour later, he and I were driving
should never be without this quick antidote for all
back to Short's hotel. “Or, rath
er, some absolutely Idiotic mistake
such aches and pains. Genuine Bayer Aspirin is
they make. If Alison Murdoch
harmless. See that tablets bear the name, thus:
hadn’t thrown that will Into the
Elphhtstones’ library, It would have
been hard to get at the real truth
about Mazaroff, and If she hadn’t
been so covetous and grasping that
she couldn't refrain from carrying
off that poor chap Bownas’ presen
tation watch, we should probably
never have convicted her of mur
dering him. However—there they
both are! But . . . Mrs. Mus- ❖
grave 1”
“Which of them shot Mazaroff?” I 'COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
asked.
“Ah!” he replied, knowingly.
“That’s a stiff ’nn. Holt! But10 It 12 13
4 5
3
2
1
Mrs. Musgrave knows, and Mrs.
fe 7 8 9
z
Musgrave will tell. Shell not face
Ib
5
IM
lt out like the other."
We hurried upstairs ts soon as
we reached Short’s hotel—to find
20
16
17
+ i 19
Corkerdale and Manners talking to
the doctor and Sheila ln an alcove
23 i 24
2|
22
that opened off the corridor. Cork
erdale waa evidently still Indis
26
26
2b
27
28
creet; the doctor looked some
w
Wi
what annoyed and Sheila was obvi
34
31 1 32
33
35
ously angry.
“—yon molt see, doctor, that it’s
________
40 sss 41
a question of duty," Corkerdale was
3b 67
39
saying as we came upon them. "I
sw
want some explanation from lira.
I 43
47
Hl
45
Mb
Elphinstone—"
SW
"There's no need now, Corkerh6
51 I 52
53
49 i 50
dale," interrupted Maythome, lay
ing his hand on the detective’s
1
57
55 1 5b
58
54
shoulder. “It’s all over! We've
••
w
got 'em!—they're safe under lock
fe2
b4
bl
fe5
59
b3
and key.”
Sheila uttered a sharp cry of
Ws
70
surprise and Corkerdale turned
66
71
bb b?
quickly on Maythome.
“Got ’em?" he exclaimed. “Who’s
74
73
75
72
got 'em?”
W
“Well, If yon want to know, my
7b
77
78.
clerk Oottlngley—smartest man In
n
Europe at your game!—he got ’em.
60
81
With the help of your own people,
\
to be sure. But the kudos is Cottrngley’s.” replied Maythome. "Top' HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
hole capture."
1-That which hinders 63-Thin skin
23-Correct
“And who’d he capture?" demand
10-Completes
66-Slura over
26-Spikes of corn
ed Corkerdale, almost lnoredulous14-Giver of relief
69-T ransported
23-Combining form.
ly. "Who?”
15- Anything sour
71- Membrane investing
WithiW
Maythome glanced at Sheila.
16- Plane surface
brain
31-Rave
“Well,”- he replied, “there’s no
17- Agrees to
72- Pin used in a
33-Feels pain
secret about lt now. Two wom
19-Ripens
bowling game
35- An Indian (pi.)
en ! Alison Murdoch and Mrs. Mus
21- Diocese
74-Charcoal, lampblack, 36- Adversaries
grave. And there’s no doubt about
22- Orient
etc.
37- Rewarded
lt, either—they had property be
24- Money hoarders
76- Prefix. Across
38- Species
longing to Mazaroff and property
25- Serf
77- Unusual
40-Gratuities
belonging to Bownas on them—actu
27-A pond
79- Fertile spots
44-Spiral pipe
ally on them!"
29- Combining form.
80- Chloride of sodium 46-King who
Corkerdale turned to Manners,
Middle
81- At all places
Christianized
who, at the mention of Mrs. Mus
30- Vehicle
Norway
grave’s name, had opened his mouth
32-Moon
VERTICAL
49-Existing in name
and his eyes to their wldeet extent.
34-Astonish
only
“Oh, weUl” said Corkerdale. “In
36-Musical dramas
1- Peas collectively
51-Costly
that case, of course, I think we
39-Prepare for
2- Blots out
53-Fatty
needn’t wait to see Mrs. Elphin
publication
3- Perfume
55-Gnawing animal
stone I*
41- As it is written
4- Type of screw
57-lnquiry for lost
It was some days before I my
(Mus.)
thread
piece of mail
self saw Mrs. Elphinstone. At last
42- Parent
5- Eagle
60-Energy
I was admitted to see her. We ex
43- Winter precipitation 6- Pendent ornament 62-Watering place
changed a few conventional re
45-Medley
7- Suffix. Belonging to 64- Passenger ship
marks about her state of health.
47- Prefix. Out of
8- Vigor
Then she sat for some time ln si
65- Shot in billiards
48- lnclose
9- Variety of cheese
lence, steadily staring at me—star
67— Italian coin
50-Walked
10- Motives
ing so steadily that I began to feel
68- Father
52-Splatter with water 11- Stays
uncomfortable. Suddenly she spoke.
70-Think
54-Scent
12- Equal
“I suppose," she said, “I suppose
73-Naval (abbr.)
56-Allowance for waste 13- Person of Saxon
that you and Sheila will become en
58- Sorrowful
75-Exclamation of
I
blood
,
gaged—eventually T
59- Floor cleaner
disgust
18—C a p
I thought then, that I had bet
6t-God of war
20-Boy's name (short) 78-Prefix. Again
ter speak.
"The fact ls. ma’am," I replied,
“the fact—er—ts—that Shelia aad I
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
are engaged already I"

SORE TH ROATS

serious now-

BAYER ft'ASPIRIN

[THE END.]

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Nelson Morse entertained
two dinner parties at her home on
Wednesday and Thursday of fast
week. A chicken and roast pork din
ner was served each day with dessert
of custard and mince pie and cake.
The guests for Wednesday were;
Nettie Milan, Rilla Joyce, Mary But
man, Myra Bridges, Mary Trask.
Dora Stinson. Winnie Newman. Sa
die Gross and Ruby Holmes and the
Thursday guests: Mabel Stanley,
Sophia Stockbridge. Mary Butman.
Hester Freethy, Rachel Moulden.
Nina Sprague, Maggie Sprague and
Lucy Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges are
on a pleasure trip to Boston and vi
cinity. Ernest Smith is in charge of
Mr. Bridges’ business during his ab
sence.
Myron Sprague. Bradlee Joyce,
Bernice Smith, Hulda Smith and
Maurice Sprague are home from
Rockland High School for a week’s
vacation.

BURKETTVILLE
j

j
I
j

Twenty or more braved the bad
roads, storm and cold on Feb. 10 and
attended the Farm Bureau at Mr.
and Mrs. Will Hatch’s in Washing
ton. County Agent Ralph Went
worth. Miss Jessie Lawrence. H.D.A.,
and Miss Thelma Wood, food spe
cialist of Orono were present. They
had a very hard trip coming as1 far
as Union with their car, then en
gaging Mr. Cameron with his team.
Owing to hard roads they did not
arrive until afternoon, but at that
time gave helpful talks and suggestions on "Vegetables for Health.”
March 18 Mrs. Jesse Rhodes will en
tertain the ladies, subject, “Home

Flower Gardens.''
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WARREN
Mrs Hattie Perry died very sud
denly Sunday morning.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood entertained
three tables of bridge Friday evening
at her home. Honors were awarded
Mrs. Leland Philbrook and Mrs. H.
D. Sawyer.
Mrs. Edward Spear and Mrs.
Oliver Libby entertained at cards at
the Spear home in South Warren,
with Miss Zetta Jordan of Bruns
wick as honor guest. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood
cock. Albert Jordan, Miss Zetta Jor
dan. Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby and '
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Spear.
Mrs. Beatrice Watts returned to j
Thomaston Fridav.
Mrs. Charles Wilson and son Al- j
fred are improving in health.
Roy Spear of Portland visited rel- i
atives in this place Wednesday.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase
of Newton Center, Mass., arrived)
Saturday to spend a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Reverdy Carroll of!
Union were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Burdeen Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Moody of j
Rockland were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. C. T. Moody.
The ladies of the Biptist circle
will serve the usual supper Thursday
at six o'clock. The committee is,
Mrs. Mary Teague. Mrs. Caro Cope
land, and Mrs. Cora Simpson. An
entertainment will follow in which
Albert MacPhail will take a promi
nent part.
William Piper is home from Rock
land much improved in health.
Rev. Howard A. Welch conducted ,
the funeral services of Mrs. Jane ]
Henderson which were held Sunday
from the home of Mrs. Lottie Crock- (
ett. The body was placed in the ]
tomb at Fairview and interment will
be made later in the Skinner cem-'
etery. Mrs. Henderson is survived by i
two sons by a former marriage, Wil-1
liam Conant of Turner. Joseph Con
ant of Warren and a brother John
Dunn also of Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear and
Miss Mildred Spear were supper
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Peabody.
Mrs. Helen Maxey is having a
week's vacation f?om the FulierCobb-Davis store.
The High School netted a tidy sum
from the play “Chintz Cottage"
which they repeated Friday night at
Glover hall. The musical program
was also especially enjoyed.
Joseph Conant will spend the re
mainder of the winter in Turner
with his brother William Conant.
Supper will be served by Warren
High at the Montgomery rooms Feb
27 the date of the speaking contest
with Waldoboro.
Miss Josephine Dows of Lowell.
Mass., niece of Mrs. Hattie Perry
w’as expected to arrive Monday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Daniels of
Union were guests Friday of Miss
Mabel Crawford.
Miss Cora Russell of Mt. Pleasant
has been visiting her cousin Miss
Evelyn Erickson at North Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. George Teague were
Frida)- dinner guests of Mrs. Ida
Libbev.
Miss Lena Poland and Mrs. Bertha
Gordon spent Thursday of last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Skinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden.
Jr., were supper guests Saturday of
Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKeliar.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKeliar
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wellington.
Mrs. Luther Clark, who has been
caring for Mrs Arnold Teague and
young son. returned Monday to
Thomaston.
Sunday callers at Mr and Mrs
Arnold Teague’s were: Mrs. Edith
Leach and sons. Maurice and Ray
mond Leach, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Dean of Union. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph'
Carroll and son Lawrence of Thom
aston. Mrs. Isa Teague and family
and Mrs. Charles Overlook and chil
dren.
Much sympathy is felt by Warren
friends for Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wig
gin of Rockland in their bereave
ment.
The Twelve Club had a "poverty
party" Saturday evening by way of
variety at the Libby Homestead
Farm. Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby
playing hosts. A hot supper was
served and much enjoyed, followed
by bridge. The costumes furnished a
great deal of amusement, and it was
agreed that Mrs. Carlton Simmons
should have the prize for the worst
looking one. Honors at cards went
to Mrs. A, V. McIntyre, Clarence
Spear and Mrs. George Counce.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Rev Mr. Timberlake of Friendship
will hold a meeting at the church
Thursday evening and it is hoped
there will be a good attendance to
hear him.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., spent the
weekend at Austin Winchenbach's.
Twenty neighbors and friends of
Mrs. Adelbert Winchenbach gath
ered at her home Friday evening to
celebrate her birthday anniversary.
It was a complete surprise to Mrs
Winchenbach but all details had
been carefully looked after by the
ladies of the Union Aid. so every
thing went well for a merry party.
Mrs Winchenbach was presented
with several gifts, one from the Aid
in which all had a part. In re
sponse she said words failed to ex
press her thanks, to those who had
so kindly remembered her, and for
making the day such a happy one.
Refreshments were served and the
evening spent in a social way.
the company bidding their hostess
good night feeling that a very happy
evening had been passed.

MARTINSVILLE

The ladies circle of the Second
Baptist Church held its regular
afternoon session Feb 12 with Mrs.
Florence Cook, about the usual num
ber being present. The time was
spent in sewing and socially. It be
ing the birthday anniversary of the
president Mrs. Eliza Wiley, during
the luncheon hour she was the recip
ient of a very prettily decorated cake,
made and presented by the hostess,
who also furnished chocolate mousse
and fancy cookies, and a very hand
some casserole from the members of
the circle, presented by Mrs. Etta
Harris. All report a very pleasant
afternoon.

I
!
1

Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday. Feb
18. It is in New Glover block, opposite Masonic Temple. She will be
pleased to meet old and new friends.
20-21

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold”

By NELLIE MAXWELL
+++++«++++*++4"l"!*4,+*!,+*+4,4
Give us the man who singe
at hie work. Be his occupation
what It may, he Is equal to any
of those who follow the same
pursuit ln silent sullenness. He
will do more ln the same time
—he will do lt better—he will
persevere longer.—Carlyle.

If you

are “run down” or out
of condition, if sluggish bowels
have allowed poisonous im
purities to accumulate in your
system, you are liable to suffer
from “feverish” colds.

Dr.TruesElixir

From Here and There

OOD things gathered from a 1
will ward off or lessen these at
thousand sources fill our cook
tacks, because Dr. True’s Elixir
books, and like other choices, those is made of tested herbs of puro
that appeal to ns depend upon our
quality that put the system In
Individual tastes. There are those !
good condition, and relieve
who dote on dishes seasoned with
constipation.
garlic, while others regard it so j
vulgar that It is beneath notice. (
The Belgian people prepare a ' The True Family Laxative
Economical family size {1.20;
sweet-meat with raisins, sugar,
other sizes 60c and 40c.
vinegar and pig’s feet, which even
the pampered appetite of an epi
Succatfully uied for over 77 years
cure will call tasty, yet some will
not enjoy IL
So ln the making of cook books
and the presenting recipes to read
ers, one should remember that we
all do not like the same things;
but happy is the man, and greatly
to be praised is his mother, if she
has taught her children to eat with
out unfavorable comment, the food
that ls set before them. "May her
tribe Increase.”
The housemother who has spent
two hours of preparation on food
to be served to her family is ln no
We believe "a satisfied cus
mood to see them refuse to eat It,
tomer Is the best advertise
or find fault because something
ment," and on that principle,
else was not served. Where ex
business is increasing.
our
pense is to be considered (which
We shall be very glad to ad
it is in 98 per cent of our homes),
vise you on the selection of a
variety ls a bugbear; everybody
suitable Memorial for your
gets tired of the same things day
Cemetery plot.
after day served In the same way.
It might be a good plan for the
fault finders to be given an oppor
Wm, E. Dornan & Son
tunity to show what they could do
with the money to spend, and the
Inc.
time to give to food, as well ns the
countless other duties a mother
EAST UNION, ME.
has to keep in mind.
H7T-tf
A mother must always be kind,
considerate of others, unselfish and
at the same time make ends meet
in the family budget. Why should
she be expected to be the only one
to hold these virtues? The tired
ATTENTION!
business man after a hard working
day likes to have a peaceful, well
We Want Your
regulated home to come Into. The
LIVE POULTRY
business of running a home Is just
And Will Pay Highest Market
as exacting, strenuous and tiring as
Price
any other business, and women
Call or write and trucks will call.
should demand as much considera
COHEN BROS.
tion as is expected If she were a
Care CHARLES McKELI.AR
business man.
((E). 1930. Western Newspaper Union.)
WARREN, ME.
Telephone Warren 2-3
Reference: Any poultry raiser
109-tf
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Rockland Produce Co.

31

35

A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
erage—a perfect mixer
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by

• io

*3/

Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
Miniature Golf Course
146-29

f<OUGHS
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HOMEY

_ Jhe Reliable Family

a/irfTAR

Cough

compound

syrup

OVER IOO MILLION BOTTLES USED

Fl/HEUALSHVICt
► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBULANCI

ONE CAN HARDLY BE
LIEVE IT
“Oh, mv. one can hardly be
lieve it!’’ cries Mary. She is read
ing a letter from her friend Tom
my. Tommy says he is having
a wonderful time and is sitting
undcr a tree writing this letter.
He drew a picture of the tree and
if you want to draw it too, take a
pencil and join all thc numbered
dots together, starting with dot
number one and ending with dot
i number forty-seven.

WHEN CHILDREN

CRY

HILDREN often cry for no .
apparent reason. Many times we
can’t guess what is wrong. The cry ing
tnay mean a touch of colic; thc little
bowels may be sluggish—or some
other upset. It may mean any of the
common little ailments that children
suffer. To bring quick comfort to
your little one, give a few drops of
Castoria. Most upsets of children are
soon soothed away by this pleasanttasting remedy that children all love.

C

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Tel. 450
781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A. M , Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’s
Island about 6 00 P M.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
143-tf

Why tuffsr tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muscu
lar Lamenosa, Sprains and Bruiaoa
whan

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in ovary homo. Sold only at

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
8snt Poet Paid on receipt of price
76 canta

4 RADIO EXPERT
W|SERVICEf»>4

In five million modern homes,
R. W. TYLER
Castoria is a mother’s first thought
309-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
when a child is out of sorts, feverish,
cross, doesn't eat right or sleep right.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
When bad breath, coated tongue, or
languor tells of constipation. These
Osteopathic Physician
five million wise mothers know that
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
children should never he given stronger
PHONE 136
medicines meant foi* the fully developed
systems of grown-ups. Castoria is
DENTAL NOTICE
gentle—safe, yet always thorough and
effective for a child of any age. 11 may
DR. J. H. DAMON
be given to the tiniest infant for
Is back in his office lor the winter
any little upset. When buying, look 1 and will make appointments each day
from 10 to 2
for the signature of Chas. H. Eletcher
130T8tf
on w’rapper.

Every-Other-Day
EAST APPLETON
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Mrs. Lucy Quinn is ill.
Now that St. Valentine’s Day has
passed it seems the winter is well ad
■'Get-to-gether" met at Mrs." Al- 1
vanced and spring just around the ! bert Beverage’s Thut sday. There
corner. Many are yet suffering with were present Mrs. Charles Parsons,
grippe and colds, but there were sev Mrs.
Leigh
Witherspoon
and
eral days of real sunshine during the daughter Ernie. Mrs. Hanse Crock
past week, and it is hoped that ett, Mrs. Lou Foss. Mrs. Frank
warmer weather will soon banish all Sampson. Mrs. Ned Dyer. Mrs. Her
winter ills.
man Cooper and Mrs. Alice Thomas.
Teams have been through and im Ice cream and cake were served.
The heavy rainstorm certainly
proved the roads, but autos are not
j helped to settle the snow and it is
running as yet about this vicinity.
i fairly good traveling again for the
Everyone enjoyed the radio pro automobiles.
gram from Vatican City Thursday
Rodney Haskell is able to deliver
morning. It was surely very clear
and plain and upon tne whole won 1 milk now’ with his truck.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Brown are
derful, to hear from such great dis
| passing a pleasant winter with their !
tance such noted people.
i children.
George W. Gushee is visiting his
There was a very good attendance
sons and daughter in Philadelphia
at Grange. It does seem good to see
and Boston this winter.
some of the older members out.
Recent visitors at the home of Ed j That's what helps keep up the
ward Ames were Elizabeth Gushee standard of our Grange.
and Carleton Gushee. Alvah Ames
Sympathy is extended to Lieut,
and sons Gerald and Vernon.
i Smead and best wishes for better
Friends who have enjoyed the I luck in the future.
writings, music and charming per
Owen Quinn was down town in his
sonality of Cora Buzzell Millay, were
pained to learn of her sudden death ! new car yesterday.
Walker Ames has his car at “Waywhich recently occurred in Camden.
| side Service Station" for complete
She was a person of rare ability.
There was a large attendance at over-hauling.
Friday night the young people held
the song and praise service at F. L.
Davidson’s Thursday evening, and a box social in the church. Boxes
several solos and readings were pre sold at $1 each. There were twelve
sented by young artists, also readings in all about $14.73 was netted which
by the host which were much en goes to the Red Cross.
Capt. Bill Wincapaw came to
joyed.
Very few birds are seen this win North Haven Sunday for Lieut.
ter. The remains of two partridges Smead who has been staying at Nebo
were found where some large bird Lodge since his mishap. After Lieut.
had devoured them, and we wonder Smead boarded the plane he said he
if they are the prey of the owls this wanted to shake hands with the man
winter. Occasionally are seen a crow, who saved him from drowning. H.
a woodpecker and one beautiful R. Crabtree being the one. he was
partridge was so tame as to sit very called down to the plane and Lieut.
near the back door and pick buds Smead expressed to him his appre
from the pear tree, seeming not to ciation.
A program of music, readings and
mind anyone’s presence. It is very
unusual for them to be so tame. The reviews of personal trips was given
the Sisterhood last Wednesday.
tame chickadees that have been after
Parker Stone sar.g "On the Road To
around here are missed and no one Mandalay,"
his daughter Miss Doro
seems to know what has become of
thy Stone playing the accompani
them.
ment; Leon Stone gave a fine review
of his trip to Norfolk, Va.; the absent
pertainly missed a treat, for
Don ’t Go to Extremes members
Mr. Stone’s report was not only enter
taining. but educational, and most
To End Constipation amusing In part; he had us shivering
with the poor Florida colored man;
When had breath, or a mated Mrs. Lillian Hopkins read an inter
tongue, liiliousmss or headaches warn esting paper on science; reading. “The
of constipation, don't take violent Little Red Hen." Lean Stone;
purgatives. There's no use when a Dr. Woodman told of an air trip he
candy Casearit will stop the trouble had taken. A valentine party followed
in a jiffy; will cleanse your system the program.
pleasantly, and completely.
The relief you get so promptly
PENOBSCOT RIVER SURVEY
front Cascarets is lasting. Cascarets
are made front easeara. a substance
The National House Rivers and
which medical authorities agree ac Harbors committee has ordered a
tually strengthens Ihe fcotepf musefex. new survey of the south branch of
So Cascarets are a blessing to old the Penobscot river at Frankfort.
folks with weakened bowels; to chil , with a view to possible improvement
dren; to anyone in need of establish work. The project was adversely reing regular bowel habits. Ten cents ; ported on by the War Department
a bos—all drug stores.
| about 20 years ago.

Include
VENICE, FIORIDA

n your vacation plans:
Situated on ihe Cull of Mexico:

where ever)' out-doorspod and
recreation may be enjoyed...
Tishina: Gulf-River-Bay.

Bathing: (Surfin the Gulf oi Mexico.
Coif: Turf fairways ; GrassGrcens; unsurpassed m Tiorida.

HOTELS
PARKVIEW
AND

’ SAN M ARC O
offer comfort, rest and toad equal to

any in Florida—Our own farms with all

fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poull n.
delicious Stmu/berrics doily.

citso

Tred J.Tuller. .Uanujer.

REMEMBER.,. The price is

H93
COACH er BUSINESS COUPE r.o.». omroii
It challenges the performance of any six,
regardless of price. It introduces SuperSix smoothness to the lowest price class.
It looks like a far more expensive car. It
is bigger, wider and roomier than many
cars that sell for hundreds of dollars more,
It is the Value Sensation in a year
of sensational values.
and you get RARE RIDING COMFORT^

The Challenger
z

BLAISDELL
712 MAIN STREET

AUTOMOBILE

•

CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Comfort and Peace in
Glow of Hearth Fire
When the frost nip* the pump
kins aud the autumn leaves run
yellow, and the chill of the fall
sinks into our homes, then the Are
upon the hearth becomes a cheerful
companion of the advancing seuson. Its snapping flames Invite one
to conflemplate thought and bright
conversation. Some of man's wisest
thoughts have been uttered ln fam
ily and friendly circles as people
gathered about the hearthstone,
and mused and meditated over
their observation of life.
The fire on the hearth gives a
very cheerful touch to a cool fall
evening. Fire is a symbol of home,
it stands for arts that Bring com
fort and well being. The household
that has good arrangements for fire
making is well warmed and fed
through the cold winter.
As we look at the dancing flames,
home seems good. The intense de
sire of our age for motion and wan
dering is repressed to some extent.
Blessings on every man who adds a
good hearthstone to the dwelling
he erects. He adds to human hap
piness and wisdom.—Nassau Coun
ty (Fla.) Leader.

Unique Indian Fortress
Preserved by Canada
The Southwold earthworks ln El
gin county, Ontario, declared by Ca
nadian archeologists to be the only
double-walled Indian fortification
existing ln America, have been ac
quired by the Canadian government
ns a national historic site. A unique
double-walled fort erected by the
Attiwanslaronk or Neutral Nation
of Indians was protected by a
double line of earthworks which
completely enclosed it. Between
the walls lay a moat thirty feet
wide. It Is believed that the super
structure of the earthworks was a
palisade of high sharpened logs.
This old stronghold is thought to
he the place at which the Attiwnndaronks made their last desperate
stand against the Iroquois, who
finally drove them from Ontario
about 1650. Although these Indi
ans were visited by French traders,
the ruins have yielded nothing |hat
would Indicate contact with Euro
pean civilization. Flint arrowheads
and bone needles of the most prim
itive type have been unearthed.
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Why I SHALL

PROBABLY MARRY
AN ACTRESS"

by

Lawrence Gray

“What kind of girl
do I hope to mar
ry?” says Law
rence Gray, pop
ular screen star.
“Well, I remodel
my ideal pretty
LAWRENCE CRAY
often these days.
Screen star
“So many types
are alluring—blondes, brunettes—the
ones that are tall and distant—the
ones that are short and confiding ...
“Youthful radi
ance is the thing I
admire most in a
woman. I’d want
the girl I married
to know how to
keep it, too, right
through her life!
“That’s why I
say I may marry
an actress! Everyone knows how

JOIN THE THRONG AT THIS GREAT SALE

ONE-HALF OFF
One-Third Off-:-One-Quarter Off
on Suits and Overcoats from Hart Schaffner & Marx
SEE HOW GREAT THE SAVINGS ARE
1-2 OFF

1-3 OFF

1-4 OFF

$13.34

520.00 VALUES; NOW......................................... $10.00

$15.00

25.00 VALUES; NOW.......................................... 12.50

16.67

18.75

35.00 VALUES; NOW..........................................

17.50

23.33

26.25

40.00VALUES; NOW..........................................

20.00

'26.67

30.00

marvelously they stay young year
after year.”

45.00 VALUES; NOW..........................................

22.50

30.00

33.75

What is the actresses’ complexion
secret?
Hollywood,
Broadway, Euro
pean actresses
guard complexion
beauty — KEEP
youthful radiance

50.00 VALUES; NOW..........................................

25.00

______ ___
MARY ASTOR

with Lux Toilet
Soap|

Thjs ffa.

grant, lovely white soap is found in
theatres everywhere —is the official
soap in all the great film studios.
Here is the caress of dollar-a-cake
French soap for just 10^.

.

33.33

37.50

MEN’S FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
$3.50 Shirts; now,

5.00 Underwear,
1.00 Hose; now,
8.50 Shoes; now,

1-4 OFF

1-3 OFF

1-2 OFF

$1.67 $2.00 Shirts; now,

$1.75 $2.50 Shirts; now,
2.50
.50

4.25

$8.50 KNOX HATS.............

2.50 Underwear; now 1.67

2.00 Underwear; now, 1.00

.50 Hose; now,

.34

.75 Hose; now,

8.50 Shoes; now,

5.67

8.50 Shoes; now,

............................. 1-3 Off,

$1.50
.58
6.38

$5.67; $2.50,1-2 Off

$1.25

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. Louise Hardison writes home
that she was so fortunate as to wit
Ancient Norwegian City
ness the premiere periormance of the
Tlie first Christian king of Nor-,
way, Olaf Trygvesson, founded new opera "Peter Ibbetion" at the
Trondhjem ln 966 A. D. It Is not Metropolitan Opera House in New
only the most important town ln York. The outstanding feature was
the northern half of the country, the singing ot the opera, in English,
but lt is the largest city in the with only a part of the act being sung
world to stand at so high an alti in French. Lawrence Tibbett, Lutude. It is situated on the large crezia Bori and Edward Johnson por
fjord of the same name at the trayed the leading roles.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lawry re
mouth of the River Nld. Here the
first Christian church in the coun turned Friday from a two weeks' visit
try was built. The most Interest with friends in Worcester and Quincy,
ing building In the city is the fa Mass.
mous cathedral built In the Twelfth
Mrs. George Newbert entertained
century over the tomb of St. Olaf, the Washington Club Saturday eve
who was killed in battle against ning.
King Canute in 1030 A, D. How
Mrs. Cook Sholes entertained Sat
ever, the first structure was de
stroyed by fire and restored Into a urday evening at bridge.
Installation of the officers of At
more modern building, which ls
now uspd as the coronation place lantic Royal Arch Chapter will take
place Thursday evening.
of the Norwegian sovereigns.
Miss Celeste Carver, a student at
Bates College, was a guest of Repre
Youth Not So Bright
sentative and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith
Youth is not so precocious after at the Governor's Ball in Augusta last
all. Research and comparison in Tuesday night.
schools here prove that adult pu
The carnival program at Ocean
pils learn languages and most Bound Rebekah Lodge entertainment
studies better than the juniors. It recently included the following num
was thought that the kids, not be bers: Selection by the band, Ola Ames
ing hampered with a lifetime of pianist, the several instruments being
English and having more impres played by Fred Chilles, Kenneth
sionable minds, would pick up alien Amiro. Bill Williams, Alfred Headtongues more readily. But not so. ley, Clinton Teele, Vernard Mossman:
The student beyond thirty years of horse race, Andy Cassie starter, won
age could apply himself more quick by Cora Bunker; band selection; kid
ly and deeply than the youngsters. die car race, Violet Baum 1st, Evelyn
The idea is that when he takes up Patrick 2d, Gladys Coombs 3d; game
a study he really wants to learn. of ring toss; fortunes told by Carrie
With the kid It may merely he nn Cassie; side show and freaks: wild
unpleasant duty to perform.—Los animals exhibited by Sada Robbins;
Angeles Times.
specialty by Ada Creed and Rita
Greenlaw in tight rope walking; pa
triotic sketch—Hazel Roberts, Red
Much Matchwood Used
Cross nurse; Fred Chilles, soldier;
Swiftly upon its appearance the Kenneth Amiro, sailor. Mr. and Mrs.
match displaced the tlnderbox and Abner Dusenberry (Cora Peterson and
the twisted paper lighter, but no Hazel Dyer) with their children Hor
modern invention has taken the ace Leander and Cordelia May (Dot
place of matches. Simple, efficient, Cassie
and Arlene White) added much
indispensable, they roll up their
decades of usefulness, more In de to the amusement.
The event of the week was the val
mand than ever. Vast tracts of
forest are consumed for them and entine and costume party dance held
also—alas for human carelessness! Friday night at Ye Olde Town hall
—by them, so that the future may and proved a most enjoyable affair.
lose Its penny packages unless It was well attended despite the bad
more trees are planted now to fnr- weather and slippery roads. The ex
nlsh matchwood to last for a sec pectation was that there would be
some funny costumes and there cer
ond centenary.
tainly were, many of them real old
time gowns. The hall was resplend
ent with valentine decorations, ever
Origin of Common Expression
The expression “to put a spoke green and colored electric bulb?. The
In the wheel" would suggest add music was furnished by the Fakers,
ing strength to a wheel, although who were blackfaced and ln negro
Entertainment numbers
actually the saying Is used to Indi costume.
cate that somebody's progress has were given, the first a gracefully ex
heen barred. It has its origin, no ecuted waltz by Miss Beulah Gil
doubt, in the far-ofT days when ve christ and William Chilles; second,
hicles had solid wooden wheels. a patriotic sketch with dialogue and
Holes were made ln some of these songs, Mrs. Hazel Roberts, Fred Chil-,
so that the driver who wished to les and Kenneth Amiro. Prizes for
put on the brake could do so by the best costumes were awarded Gert
pushing through one of the holes a rude Vinal and James Smith; for the
piece of wood, called a spoke, and funniest. Rita Greenlaw and Dorothy
thus prevent the wheel from re Cassie. Mr. and Mrs. John Mathieson
received prizes for the elimination
volving.
waltz. Refreshments ware served at
intermission A good sum was netted
for the Village Improvement Society.
Why Men Stare
• • • •
Dr. Sidney .Tones of the AquItanla, who is retiring after 36 years
White School Entertains
of sea service, was talking about
The following patriotic program
time's changes. He thought the was
given Feb. 12 in Grades three and
greatest change was in woman's
four of the White School, Ruth M.
dress, and on this subject he said Billings,
teacher:
wittily:
Welcome, seven girls and boys; A
"It Isn't the clothes that make Child's Calendar, Corinne Greenleaf;
men stare; It's the girl that should Knights of Today, Earl Hamilton;
be In them.”
The Seamstress, Miriam Greenleaf;
song. Little George Washington, Ruth
Wind Hit* Audience
Lyford and John Chilles: My Fortune.
To let the audience “iblnk with Dorothy Conway; Sister's Best Feller,
the actors" during a storm scene In Leslie Dyer, Jr.; Small Boys, Evelyn
a London thriller, a wind machine Dunlap; The Overworked Elocution
ls turned on those sitting' on the ist, John Chilles; The Story of Lin
main floor.
coln. Alexander Newbold; song. Flag
ol Peace, America, Minnie Gray;
Washington and His Hatchet. Stanley
Childish Mistake
The reason why a little boy Conway; The Moo Cow Moo, James
thinks his father is a great man is Webster; Winter, Minnie Gray; So
because mother can't correct every Was 1. Philip Brown; Lincoln's Char
childish error all at once.—Dallas acter. Olive Amiro; Story of Wash
ington, Frank Osgood; piano solo.
News.
Miriam Greenleaf: Little February
Kenneth Calderwood; The Point ol
Rea*on
View, Richard Wa'ker; Myself and
Since lt Is Reason which shape* Me, Charlotte Webster.
and regulates ail other things. It I*
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. Doro
not Itself to be left ln disorder.— thy Conway; A Boy and His Stomach.
Epictetus.
Burton Dyer; piano solo, Corinne

It’s every man’s opportunity not only to get the clothes you need now, but to get that extra suit or overcoat
you’ve always wanted, but probably felt you couldn’t afford

We’re mighty glad to be in a position to give it to the people of this community. Every suit and overcoat we
sell, we feel sure, will make us a new friend or draw an old friend closer

SALE LASTS THIS WEEK

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE
Greenleaf; The Lincoln Penny. Neil
Smith; If I Knew, Rebecca Duncan;
A Poor Job. Walter Gray; Suppose,
Constance Orcutt; harmonica solo,
Douglass Candage; The Smack In
School, Fabin Rosen
A Patriotic Cantata: My Wander
ings, Edward Smith; Seeing Things,
Alexander Newbold; Darning Stock
ings. Winston Mills; The Nation's
Trust, Alfred Greenlaw; Thc Man By
the Gate, Douglas Candage; If I Was
a Mamma, Marguerite Clayter; band
selection; When the Teacher GCs
Cross, Kay Rosen; The Timid Kit
ten, Elizabeth Hopkins; song. Lin
coln's Kentucky Home, Leslie Dyer
and Winston Mills; flag drills, ten
girls; I'm the Little Red Stamp,
Charlotte Mills; saxophone so'o. Earl
Hamilton; Tire Only Kid. Frank Os
good; Lincoln Leads, Philip Brown;
America, school.

TOXIC PAINS LEFT
World War Veteran Quickly
Helped By Sargon
“Ever since' I got out of thc serv
ice, I've suffered with indigestion
and rheumatic pains due to toxic
poisons.”

ONE PROSPECT ELIMINATED i he does not expect to be any suc_____
' ceeding year. Mr. Hamlin, whose
W. W. Brockman is visiting his son
r-j
•„ «»
u
__ ,„iii of
.,„iMilo
name
has
frequently
been”ctloI
mentioned
Edwin
M.
Hamlm
will
not
£,s conn
/has prepared a
In Gardiner.
James Waltz, Frank Benner, Wil be a candidate for the Republican statement to this effect which apparliam Kennedy and Sanford Win nomination for Governor in 1932 and ' cntly he intends shall be final.
chenbach were recent Portland visi
tors.
Mrs. H. H. Kuhn entertained the
Bridge Club at its last meeting. Mrs.
B. G. Miller held highest score.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston, Mr.
III'Pape’s" covers all
and Mrs. L. T. Weston, Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Flint. Mr and Mrs. W. G. Labe.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shuman, Mr. and
You must do three things to check feverish, weak feeling due to inactive
Mrs Enoch Robertson and Mr. and
a cold. Any doctor will tell you pores is quickly banished. “Pape's”
Mrs. Ronald Somes attended the
that. But you need take only one kills cold germs; opens the bowels
Rockland Lion's Club banquet on la
and removes germs and the acid
preparation to do the work.
dies night.
All symptoms of a cold are ban wastes of colds from your system.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kuhn were in
Almost before you know what is
ished by Pape's Cold Compound.
Port’and last week.
It.reduces inflammation and swelling happening, Pape's Cold Compound
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody are re
of the nasal membranes. So breath has you comfortable, well, happy
ceiving congratulations on thc birth
ing becomes easy; discharge stops; again. Appetite is encouraged;diges
of a son, Feb. 12.
the head is cleared. "Pape’s" en tion assisted. Generous packages 35c
Mrs. F. A. Brummitt has been the
courages persoi ration. So that achy. all drug stores. Insist on "Pape’»”.
guest of friends in Thomaston.
Rev. George W. Collins took the
boys of his Sunday School class on a
hike Friday. Snow shoes and skiis
were used by the seven who partici
pated. A “weenie" roast with hanrburg steak was enjoyed.
Elroy H. Gross is at home from
New Brunswick.
Mrs. L. T. Weston, who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Wes
ton, has returned to Portland where
she is passing the winter.
Mrs. Ruby Bridges and Mrs. Jo
seph Stafford have been in Boothbay
Harbor.
There will be a prize speaking Con
hotrl worthy of Ita namr **
tes' by pupils of the Waldoboro High
School in the Baptist Church, to
night, Tuesday at 7.30. Music will
47th St., just west of Broadway, New York
be furnished by the Glee Club. The
public is cordially invited to attend ]
the exercises.
In the center of thc city’s business,shopping and theatre

WALDOBORO

Colds Lodge in 3 Spots

NOW OPEN—The New

HOTEL

•*A

WASHINGTON

HERBERT T. NIXON

A A. Bartlett of West Washington ;
was a dinner guest Thursday of rel- I
atives in the village.
Mrs. Ruth Sukeforth who has been '
suffering from an attack of grippe.
is improving.
Mrs. Ida Hatch was a visitor last
week at thc home of Mrs. Ella Brann
and Evelyn Bartlett.
Friends of Miss Clara McDowell
regret to hear that she is ill and con
fined to her room.
Thc Farm Bureau meeting at thc
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hatch,
Feb. 10. was well attended in spite
of thc snowy conditions of the roads.
There were 22 present, including
County Agent Wentworth, Miss Lawrence home demonstration agent
and Miss Wood food specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H Lincoln and
daughter Geraldine were recently at
the home of Charles Sukeforth to see
Mr Lincoln's cousin. Miss Clara Mc
Dowell who is ill.
Mrs. Hannah Staples entertained
the ladies guild Feb. 12 at Masonic
hall. There were 15 ladies and 7
children present. At the close of a
very enjoyable afternoon the hostess
carved sandwiches, turnovers and
cream puffs with coffee.

declared Heibert T. Nixon. World
War Veteran 144 E. 28th St., New
York City.
“Sargon was so highly recom
mended to me that I purchased *v.o
bottles, along with the Sargon Pills.
By the time I had finished them,
every ache and pain in my body was
gci.c, and indiges'i.'n haa comphD
ly disappeared! I feel stronger and
tetter than I have in years.
"Sargon Pills got the poisons out
of my system and constipation is
now a thing of the past. I will be
glad to tell anybody what I think
about this fine treatment.
Hubby: “What a glorious day! I
Sold by the Corner Drug Store. could dare anything—face anything ,
Inc., Rockland: by George H. Gar nn a day like this."
diner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
Wife: "Come on down to the 1
in Waldoboro.—adv.
21-lt
dressmaker's."

EDISON

districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so

moderately priced as to

make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet thc present-day demand for luxury as well

as

economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

1 OOO ROOMS
IOOO BATHS
RADIO in every room

SINGLE from •2.5O
DOUBLE from M.OO

SUITES from *7.00
Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persons is available
William F. Thomann
Manager

Telephone PEnn. b-8600

Every-Other-Da#
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Drink Tea . .

THOMASTON

for Alertness

As a mental stimulant, without any reaction, there
is nothing to compare with a cup of

ORANGE PEKOE & PEKOE
20

“Fresh from the Gardens”

j

The same good taste always

ARMOUR'S
CLOVERBLOOM

BUTTER
fresh I

By popular subscription among members and
triends of the Knights of Columbus, a magnifi
cent hotel was erected, furnished and opened
by them in 1926. The primary object was and i*
to perpetuate and make practical the good
will and democracy which characterixe* this
order. This friendliness offers to those of all
creeds; to mothers with girls and boys visiting
New York; a protection not obtainable in ordi
nary hotels. Wives back home are assured that
the men in their family visiting the city experi
ence the comfort and refined surroundings de
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointments
of a modern city Club are available to all
guests; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
pool; bowling alleys; billiard room; library;
music and dancing during dinners; spacious
lounge with nooks for card games and visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
$3.50 up—Meals, a La Carte and Table D'Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51st (one block to Times
Square). 40c taxi from Pennsylvania or Grand
r-' — —. (- - I kA/.'.I.
»acar_
I 11w1 .

party including gifts, amounted to
$43.15. In order that needed dental
corrections among .school children be
made It was voted to hold six dental
clinics. The annual meeting of the
association will be held March 6 at
the relectmen's office and all citizens
are invited to attend.

SEARSMONT
Rev. Annie Webb and sister
Nellie visited their parents in Sears
port the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Drinkwater
are made happy in the birth of a
son. Feb. 11. '
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Townsend
ire staving in Belfast this win
ter spent a few days at their home
here recently.
Mrs. Louise Holmes who has been
in Boston the past two weeks re
turned home Friday.

tive life of the little one who was the
! pride and joy of the loving parents.
Pauline, though only six months old.
I was a very winsome child and much
beloved by all who saw her. Services
were held at the home, Rev. J. E.
Herrick officiating, and the remains
were placed in the tomb amid a pro
fusion of flowers to await burial in
the spring.

The funeral of Capt Blanchard T.
Orne will be held at the Baptist
Church today, at 2 o'clock.
Albert T. Gould of Boston spent the
weekend as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
John Creighton.
Mrs. Russel! Davis has employment
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye
in the office of St. Clair & Allen,
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Feb
Rockland.
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Beatrice Watts has returned 18. It is in New Glover b'oek. oppo
site
Masonic
Temple.
She
will
be
from Warren where she assisted dur
A shower was given Monday night
ing illness in the family of her pleased to meet old and new friends.
at
the public library for Mr. and Mrs.
'
20-21
brother. Charles Wilson.
Alfred Morris (Arlene Boyd) who were
NEW HARBOR
Thomas Scott has returned from
Boston.
Pauline Carolyn, infant daughter recently married. The guests num
Right alter his vacation the clerk
There will be two games of basket asked for a few days off to get of Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland, bered about 50 and an enjoyable eve
ball Friday night at Andrews gym married.
died Jan. 31 after a brief illness, only ning wa,s passed in games and danc
nasium—Thomaston vs. Camden.
Employer: "But why didn't you the appearance of what seemed a ing. Refreshments were served. They
Spofford Crawford is ill at his home get married in your vacation?"
light cold giving any warning of received many beautiful gifts, which
on Main street.
Clerk: "Well, I didn't want to anything worse that might develop, included table linen, towels, glassware
Dunn & Elliot have had another spoil my vacation that way."
and which came so suddenly, taking and many other things.
office built in their store. It is lo
cated in the southwest corner where
the office was in former days. The1
safe was moved Monday from the
sail-loft to the store.
itOCKLAND DIVISION
Richard O. Elliot has returned from
a visit with his daughter, Mrs. War
ren Bullteley, in Marblehead.
Williams-Brazier Post Auxiliary
will meet this week in their recently
leased looms over the A. & P Store.
Miss Frances Bourne has returned,
liaving been for three weeks in the
Boston office of A. C. McLoon Co
Miss Mildred Demmons is expected
home from Cambridge where she is
attending the Lesley School, to spend
a week with her parents.
The Legislative committee of ten
members made an official visit to
Tnomaston yesterday, inspecting the
State Prison and Prison farm. This
visit is made biennially. The com
mittee includes Representative A. C.
McLoon. Prison Commissioner A. W
Gregory of Rockland was also pres
ent. Some of the members were over
night guests at the Knox Hotel.
The Methodist ladies’ aid will meet
Thursday at the home of Miss Edith
Lenfest. Dunn street, for work. Pic
me dinner will be served at noon. .
Mrs. Mary L. Waldo and Miss Jean
nette Waldo left today for Westboro,
Mass., to spend two weeks with rela
tives.
Nelson Mossman of Portland came
Wednesday to visit his parents on
Pine street, returning Monday to
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Armin Thebus of Den
ver. Col., are being congratulated on
birth Feb. 1 of a daughter. Katherine
Andrew’. Mrs. Thebus (Dorothy An
drews i is the daughter of Fred L. An
drews. and granddaughter of Capt
Obed A. Andrews, formerly of tms
MACARONI,
town.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot attended a
SPAGHETTI
meeting of the trustees of the State
Large Can
Normal Schoo’s Monday in Augusta.
or ELBOW
The degree team of Arcana Lodge
will perform the floor work tonight at
MACARONI
the joint installation of Georges River
Lodge, K. P. and Crescent Temple,
P. S. in Warren. The Thomaston
Na. <4 Can
Lodge and Mayflower Temple are in
vited to attend.
Mrs. Arthur Mossman and daughter
Madeline spent a feW days in Port
land last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smalley of
Bath wire weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Robinson. Knox street.
Mrs. William Mathews is ill at her
home on Wadsworth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tupper and Miss
IX-Oz.
Alice Tupper who visited Mrs. Wil
One Pound Barrel
Can
liam Newbert last week, have returned 1
to Criehaven.
Arthur Brazier spent Sunday with |
his mother at Brooklyn Heights.
Mrs. Etta Benner fell on the ice on
Green street last week and injured a [
leg severely. Mrs. Blanche Vose is
supplying her place with Mrs. Wail, j
Cross street.
Mrs. Ozora Turner entertained at
caids Thursday afternoon Miss Eliza
Whitney, Mrs. Cora Currier, Mrs. Nel
lie McCoy. Miss Whitney was high
scorer. Lunch was served at 6 o'clock
b.v Mrs. Frank McGuire.
[
Tall Can
Edwin Vose was recently reelected
director of the Medomak Mutual FTrc
nsurance Co. of Waldoboro.
Word has reached the correspond
ent that Charles Gray, a na :ve ot
Thomaston and for many years a resi
dent, is at Peter Bent Brigham Hos
pital. Boston, for a serious operaticn.
Dr Ethel Crie is fum'shng r.er
ooms in the Studley blotg ’-.nd will
open them for business within a few
days. She is well located.
Mrs. Charles Smith entertained at
COCOA
dinner today Mrs. Ralph Crawlord.
Mrs. Alonzo Spalding. Mrs. Ellis
Young, with cards following.
\ Lb. Tins
Friday will be observed throughout.
the world as a "day of prayer." At
the Baptist Church the Thursday I
evening service will be omitted and I
combined with a special prayer serv- ,
ic? Friday evening for this purpose
Helps Children Gain
at 7.15.
Chocolate
Edwin Vose who recently took the
from 3fo5 Pounds
examination for first time agent lor j
foreign fire insurance has been noti
a Month!
45*
fied that he has been awarded a mark
FOR
of 100.
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LAWRENCE’S HULLED CORN

17'

IZUMI CRAB MEAT

33'
BAKING
POWDER

Davis Fish Cakes
2 F0R

Buffalo Peanut Butter

4X‘

CROW

Largest 'Bus Terminal in ILS, adjoins

FLORIDA
MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem m every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: {European!
Booklet
Single S2.50 to S7.00 daily
or.
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
Application

(June to
October)

Hotel

CAMAY TOILET SOAP
CUT WAX BEANS
WHEATIES
RED SALMON
CALIFORNIA PEACHES
Splendid Pineapple suced

CLICQUOT CLUB

Hershey’s

2

7' *A1 the Sign of
iNorth National Barik

25'

4 25c
r.,c..l6c
I
25'
25‘
17'
*£' 29'

GINGER ALE
2....... 28’

Hershey’s

SYRUP

WORKABLE SIZE

“Maintaining a Checking Account balance of work
able size keeps one’s credit structure in trim.
An account with this Bank adds prestige and stand
ing.
Member Of The Federal Reserve System

North National Bank

Nurse Association Report
The regular monthly meeting of the
Nurse Association executive commit
tee was held at the selectmen's office
Friday evening. The report for Janu
ary showed a busy month with the
work briefly summarized as follows:
Visits were made for nursing care of
adult patients, 134; for child below
school age, 1; for school children, 4;
maternity visits. 1; obstetrical. 2; tor
exercises. 13; instruction and demon
stration visits for babies under one
year, 5: home visits, 8; social wel
fare, 8; miscellaneous. 4. The total
number of visits was 180. Two school
visits were made and 182 pupils in
spected. The treasurer reported that
the net proceeds of the January card

POP
CORN

Nation
Wide

SOAP
Medium
Bars

COFFEE

2OC

Per kb.

3^*

tf

,Hki

Rockland, Maine
by—

Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
_________________

WHE-E- e-E OUT THIS WAG-ON CAN GO?^5 AY SiSTEQ,-YOU PASSED

-MFiRTY CERTAINLY KNEW HIS STUFF
WHEN tt e told me to Boy my cak at

PAINTING
•J

A DO7EN SIG-NS 5A\lNCr
"SPE.E.D LIMIT RO MIL.es,
AN HGut?6- CAN

BUT HOW IN TUB
WORLD GOULD »
SEfj.THtMlWHEN
ivyAsJG-oinG-

? OVER

.70?

v

in All Its Brandies

JOHN A. KARL. & CO.
Telephone 745-W

Rockland
17-20

The only thing in the world we’re jealous of is our reputation for integrity, so we’ve never given folks cause
I . question it.

To Let

Advertisements ln th’s column not tc
To LET—Furnished apartment, three
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Improvements.
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional,
57 CREbCbN 1 l._____________ • - .10
a cents
TQ LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
lines 5 cents each for one time,
for three times. Six words make a*lln»’ • Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
• 240 Broadway.____________
21-23
L To LET—Furnished roorhs for light
Lost and Found
Ivmsekeeping or a small tenement. In
19*21
L©ST—Pair rimless white gold glasses quire at 35 CAMDEN STREET.
TO LET House on Fern St. Modern.
in sliver case. TEL. 178-R
21-23
Inquire
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS
or
ALBERT
LOST—Front bumper, double bar.
chromium plated of Dodge car. some M. HASTINGS._______________ 19-21
TO LET- Modern rent ln brick house
where ln the city. Finder please phone
ROCKLAND 136
21*23 at 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt.
Toner.
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
LOST—Left hand brown kid glove be
tween Post Office and Gilford Butler's 568-W.________________________ 15-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
office. SUSAN M. SPEAR at Gilford
21*23 light housekeeping, adults only. E. N.
Butler's office._____________
American
SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J. ^
LOST—Strayed or stolen,
Fox Hound, black and tan. bow leg. scar _
on right ear. Lost night between 26- ‘ TO LET—Five room house, modern, on
27 of Nov. 1930. $20 reward If found. ; Court St. Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
I CARL PETERSON. R F.D. 1, Belfast. Me. .Fuller-Cobb-DaIs._________________ 9-tf
20*22
LEr_on V/arren St.. 6 room tene
LOST—Feb. 9. black kid left hand ment, $22; 7-room tenement, $23.50.
1 glove, wool lined, between 84 Park St. Both have gas and electricity. Very
and Main St. JOSEPH HOOFER. 8- pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
Park St.________________________ 20*22 . Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
LOST—One ear ring, either in Dad s, TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
> Lunch or from there to 23 Park St.. Jan. and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
15-tf
24. MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 77.
leave at COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
38
Mechanic
15-tf MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
St.
- Tel. 874-W._________ _____________ 15-tf
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
Wanted
— ; All modern Improvements. Inquire at
WANTED—Washings, wet and rough 12 ELM ST.
15-tf
dry. Price reasonable. Called for and
delivered. MRS. THERESA GRAY. 12
_________
Willow St._______________________ 21*23 I
. • BuyA Home •
WANTED— 3 rooms furnished or un
A Read the CLASSIFIED AC
furnished. with garage. TEL. 1046
___________________________ ___ 21*ltt
WANTED -Experienced beauty opera-!
tor would like position In or around BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INSUR
Rockland. Write BOX 222. We t Parts.
ANCE COMPANY
Me.
21*23
28 North Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
WANTED A few washings with iron
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
ing. MRS. C W. LEE. 256 Park St. Tel.
441-M.
21-23, Rnal Estate ......................... $
15.000 00
Mortgage
7.720 00
WATCH & CLOCK repairing. Work Collateral Ioans
Loans
38.000
00
called for and delivered In city. Tel. Stocks and Bonds ................ 605.179 00
1158-W S. A. MACOMBER 23 Affisbury Cash In Office and Bank
81.961
00
St. Rockland. Me
20’32 Agents' Balances ....
79.099 71
WANTED—Agents, sell our hosiery. Interest and Rents
5.949 79
Excellent line. Lowest prices. Larger All other Assets ....
3.000 00
profits. Send for proposition. LEBARON
HOSIERY CO. Everett. Mass,
20*22
Gross Assets ......................$ 835.910 45
3.335 85
WANTED—Woman to do cooking and 1 DccJuct items not admitted
general housework, must be experi-1
Admitted
............................
$
832.574
60
enced and capable. When applying give
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
full particulars and references. Write
P O. BOX 269. Rockland
20-22 Net Unpaid Losses ............... $ 41,754 87
WANTED—Position as chef or all- Unearned Premiums ............. 524,79G 18
16.957-93
j round cook. Best of references. Can Ail other Liabilities .............
start any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5 Surplus over all Liabilities .. 249.065 62
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
7-tf
Total liabilities and surplus $ 832.574 CO
WANTED—Skates to sharpen.
We
21-T-27
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp
en them right CRIE HARDWARE CO.. PUBLIC EIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
408 Main St.. Rockland.
9-25 ,
Newark, New Jersey
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
I preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or,j Stock* and Bonds ................ $5,371,022 84
1 call 163-M.
7-tf ' Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.190.013 94
Agents’ Balances .................. 1.246.152 18
Interest and Rents ............. 40.307 40
I All other Assets ....................
4,502 90
For Sale

, FOR SALE—New Zealand Red and
$7,851,999 26
Chinchilla Rabbits- Homing Pigeons Deduct items not admitted .. 748.355 21
1 WELLINGTON FARM. So. Warren Road
Warren, Me.___ _________________ 21-23
Admitted ............................$7,103,644 05
FOR SALE—Buick 1925 Standard
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
coach $50. or engine for same $30; also I Net Unpaid Losses ...............$ 605,236 00
other parts Including tires, in good con-1 Unearned Premiums ............. 4.004.236 33
dition. Car may be seen at Lewiston- A’l other Liabilities ............. 176.508 05
Buick. Call MR FOLLETT. 1226.
Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00
________________________________ 21-23 Cash
Surplus over all Liabilities . 1.317.663 67
FOR SALE-R. I. Red Chicks State:
accredited $18 per 100. W. L MERRIAM Total liabilities and surplus $7,103,644 05
Union. Maine. Telephone 8-5.
21-tf ________ ___________________ 21-T-27
FOR SALE—Glenwood stove, combi- , THI EAGLE FIRE COMPANY OF NEW
YORK
nation coal and gas. hot closet and coil.
First class condition. 185 BROADWAY
75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
Tel. 1179-W._____________________ 21-tf’
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1930
FOR S/^LE—Baled shavings and straw. 1 Stocks and Bonds .........
$2,190,398 63
Unloading car Tuesday and Wednesday. Cash in Office and Bank
76.211 15
Tel. 532 H W LITTLE__________ 20-22 Agents Balances .............
146.874 08
24,413 89
FOR SALE- Young Holstein cow. new Interest and Rents ........
milch JOHN KEINANEN. R F D. 1. Bo All other Assets .............
67.311 06
102. W'arren._____________________ 20*22 *
$2,505,208 81
FOR SALE—Two brass beds, one spring 1
18.950 92
and mattress, oak dining room set in- Deduct items not admitted
l eluding table, sideboard and 6 chairs.,
$7,103,644
05
Telephone THOMASTON 24 or call at 7 ’
. 1930
ELLLIOT ST.___________________ J9-21
$ 50.918 52
FOR SALE—Speed sleigh, also prison Net Unpaid Losses
496.919 00
pung. A. W. NYE, Tel. 585._______ 19-21 Unearned Premium
40.658 65
FOR SALE—7-passenger Packard Tour- Cash Capital .....................
1.000 (XX) 00
lng. in good running order, with heavy Surplus over all Liabilities
897.761 72
glass winter curtains. Good tire;; and,
equipment. Will be sold at a great trade Tota inabilities and surplus $2,486 257
to an immediate buyer. Terms if de ____________________________ 21-T-27
sired. E. W. PIKE. Atty.. Rockland Tel. I
GLEN COVE MUTUAL INSURANCE
339.
19-21.
COMPANY
FOR SALE -Pedigreed chow’ puppies.,
dark red male $50. light red male $35. i.
Glen Cove, New York
ALICE TUPPER. Crlehaven.
_ _17*22
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1930
FOR SALE-Dry cord wood. $10; Junks,
Estate ...... ......................$ 100 000 00
$12; wood fitted and uuder cover. $i4. o. Real
Mortgage Loans .................... 212.200 00
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf | Stocks
and Bonds ................ 243.456 00
FOR SALE—Motor boat. 23 ft. long Cash in Office and Bank ......
63.442 99
with tender. $75. Write T. C. care The Agents’ Balances ..................
89,254 22
Courier-Gazette.
16*21 Interest and Rents ..............
5.507 33
All
other
Assets
.....................
22,913
61
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms
and bath, garage. A. B. HIGGS, 140 Tal
Gross
Assets
.......................
$
736.774
15
bot Ave. Tel. 711.________________ 16-tf Deduct items nqt admitted ..
6.154 82
FOR SALE-Dry wood under cover,
long. $10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12; limbs.
Admitted ........................ .... $ 730.619 33
$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 14-tf
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1930
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage, Net Unpaid Losses ................ $ 48.466 00
electric lights and water, double lot ol Unea ned Premiums ............. 443 898 34
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on Ail other Liabilities ............
26 037 42
rent plan, $1500. $15 month. V. F. ' Surplus over a’l Liabilities .. 212,217 57
STUDLEY. 69 Park St Tel. 1080__ 12-tf
FOR SALE—65 acre farm. 7 room house Total Liabilities and surplus $ 730.619 33
I with fine cellar, barn, water in house,
18-T-24
some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent
plan. $1600. $16 per month. V. F. STUD
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1030 ______ 12-tf ‘
Gilehrest
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds
also some nice hound pups. Now is the
Monumental Works
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.______________ 15-tf,
Main Straat
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
Thomaiton, Maine
; tlons ln Rockland. A large list of’sum
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
Talaphona Connection
estate. Come and talk over my list 11 |
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLTNS
375 Main St. Tel. 77.______________ 15-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Maine___________________________ 15-tf
' WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
I copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
I home news, at the Old South News
J Agency. Washington St., next Old South ■
Tf Getting Up Nights, Backache,
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nervmont St.

Getting
Up Nights

Eggs and Chicks

LITTLE
BUSTER

MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY

In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE—S.C.R.l. Red Chicks bred
for production, color and type. State:
tested for pullorum disease and accredlted. Prices for Feb.. Mar.. April 100 for '
$20; 500 for $19; 1000 for $13. Guaranteed
safe arrival.. Write fc»r May prices. M.
M. KINNEY, Thomaston. Maine. St.
j George Road. Box 49._________
17*22
| S. C. R. I. REDS—Eaby chicks front
i standard utility stock. Maine accredited.'
I They make hoalthy. productive hens.
Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up.
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. F 1
1 C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
Warren.______
11-tf
BABY CHIX. WYLLIE’S~STRA1in s7c. I
R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color.
; state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
per hundred, postpaid for March ijptil f
■ 15tli of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2rless j
per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed.
, F. H. WYLLIE to SON. Thomaston.,
’ Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
1-tf

■ousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
nnd discouraged, try the Cyatex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system In 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don't give up. TryCystex (pro
nounced Klss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, Improve rest
ful sleep and cutTEy, or money back.
Only 60c at
C. II. Moor & Co.. Rockland

Miscellaneous
WHAT HAS 1931 IN STORE FOR"tOU—
Complete Horoscope reading for 1931.
Advice on business and domestic affairs.,
[ On receipt of $1 and birthdate. L.'
TRACY. P. O. Box 782. Portland, Maine.
15 *24
MARCEL WAVING. 50c. MADELYN
McCABE. 20 Oak St. Tel. 191. Just a
14-tf
few steps from Main St.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME- i
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.______________15-tf '
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES '
Tel. 519-J.
15-tf'
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Yot^an buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette^vith the
home news, at Hotaling's agency, 303
West 40th St.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old South !
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Itcmont St.

•fl Those rythmic clicks of
our presses will be encored
later by the tinkle of tbe
cash register. For The
Courier-Gazette printing
is the kind that produces
, sales. Experience proves it.
Call 770
for Estimates

The Courier- Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 17, 1931

THE QUILT MRS. BENNER MADE

Society

To Make You Pretty As a Picture!

r

„,Ln,,addltlon t0 Pers°nal, notes regard-1 Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane and :
lng departures and arrivals, this depart-:
__ , ,
ment especially desires information of i
Ada Perry are in New York
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. i this week. With them are Mr. and 1
gladly rewind malL °r telephone wl“ be Mrs. Murray Senter and the manatelfpmonr
ZLP
PII?NE

-

of Toy
the
or 794-W S
tQersthp

Page Seven

A Real "Fashion''Ckcici ia the February
Sale of "WIRTHMOR"Yub Frocks

DRLSSES

One Dollar ~
Worth More!

Lewiston
A visit
Qn store.
thg schedu
,e

have been Xsts^MrS"nd Mrs ip“h add Mrs' Frede'-ick Powers °f
John Richardson Msnio
Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
Colder and Mrf C.T^now,' and MrS‘ G M' Derry’ Camde" street
Talbot avenue, for two weeks, left1 »,
J
Sunday for their home in Wollaston 1 Mr' and Mrs- Arthur Brewster enMass.
’ i tertained a small company at din
ner Friday evening, among their
guests being Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd
Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Fales and Miss Simmons and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Ann Blackington entertained Th? Simmons.
Playmates Saturday evening at the
Fales home on Camden street at a
The Diligent Dames are to meet
Valentine dinner and bridge, with
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Powers of Thursday afternoon at the home of
Portland as honor guests. Honors Mrs. W. S. Rounds, Beech street.
were won by Mrs. Harriet Frost, Mrs
Mrs. Lola Beardsley of Meredith,
M. F. Lovejoy, Mrs. E. J. Davis, J. A.
Jameson, G. M. Derry and Fred I.. N. H., is visiting her cousin Mrs. Ber
nice Mears, Camden street.
Linekin.
A party was given Wednesday in
honor of Freda Woodman's 9th
birthday at her home at Ash Point.
Games including a peanut hunt kept
the nine small guests busy, the prize
for finding the most peanuts going
Kalloch Class will meet this aft to Vesper Haskell. Billy Haskell re
ernoon at the Baptist parlors for ceived the prize for pinning on the
sewing. Go prepared to attend the donkey’s tail.
evening service and hear Rev. R. E.
Neighbour, D. D. of Vancouver, B. C.
^rs. Elsie Quear is the guest of
_____
' Elden Jones and family in Camden
Miss Anna Webster, teacher cf I ^°r ° syiort time.____

The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs. L. G.
Perry at the parsonage Thursday
afternoon and evening.

WIRTHMOR
Tub Frocks
are sold here
EXCLUSIVELY

l

|

“You're

crazy to go out a night background—an old New England

j like this! Why don’t you stay at design.

home and be comfortable with the
thermometer 10 below,” said Mr.
Benner to his wife, Nora, as she
started out for her two-mile tramp
1 through the snow to the electric car
j line to attend the meeting of Win
slow-Holbrook Legion Auxiliary.
“I’ve raised a big family of chil
dren, and now I'm going to do just
what I like to do," smiled Mrs. Ben
ner, “and one of the things I like
to do best is to attend Auxiliary
meetings and to do things for the
Poppy Boys."
Mrs. Benner of Benner Hill, Rock,
land, has not missed an Auxiliary
meeting and has also found time in.
the long winter evenings to piece to
gether a beautiful quilt, with stitches
, „„
v.. set, which will „bev sold to carry
finely
On Maine's Poppy
Program
II'J
O
There are 1500 pieces in the quilt.
The design is red stars on a white

In appreciation of “Nora's" devo
tion to the Auxiliary and to the
cause of the World War Veterans,
one of the Poppy Boys at the Poppy
Work Shop, National Soldiers' Home,
Maine has sent her the following
poem:
BY A MAINE POPPY BOY
On winter nights, when It's dark and
1 chill
Ana snow drifts are fence high.
You can see a light on Benner Hill
When the air is clear and dry.

That means that Nora Is inside
And working for some one in need.
She Is one in this old world so wide.
Who likes to help.—it always was her
creed.
She raised her nine and burled three
And still thinks, she didn't do her
share,
But keeps much busier than a bee
Just helping here and there.

FbT^H.d^,Tyler E<;h001'?uSPPudin5:
The Speech Read«s Club meets
the midwinter vacation at her home Tuesday afternoon at 2.30.
in Bangor.
1
_____
•And for the wondrous quilt we thank
you!
A bridge party is being given at
Each stitch reminds us of love's labor
Mrs.
Earl
Chaples
went
to
Boston
Grand
Army
hall
this
evening
under
true.
1 t lltvbw ♦/-» trie-it f/s*. n
,............. ......... _•
. r
, ,
-,
__
Saturday
to visit for a few days, , athe
auspices of
Ruth
Mayhew
Tent
We know that we can count on the
good will
her daughter Miss Arlene Chaples, 1 with Mrs. Harry French as hostess,
Of Nora Benner from Benner Hill.
who is attending the Boston Bible
_____
School.
| There will be a circle supper at
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams. Chestnut
Miss Helen Fuller entertained the
-------I the Universalist Church tomorrow
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sadler and | night at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. Grace street, was hostess to the T Club at Monday Club yesterday at her home
j
a
Valentine
luncheon
Thursday
eve

on Talbot avenue for luncheon and
Frank Trafton returned Saturday \ Ayers Black as chairman,
ning, two tables of bridge following. sewing.
from Bar Harbor, where they attendMrs. Almon B. Cooper will be A feature of the luncheon was a dec
ed the annual Hay Seeders' Ball.
hostess to Chapin Class this evening orated birthday cake for Mrs. E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey who
Moran. Jr. It was voted to contribute have been attending the winter
Mrs. Frank Allen of Moire. N. Y„ at her home on Limerock street.
$10 to Miss Corbett for local charity i sports at Fort Fairfield returned
and Mrs. Margaret Rackliff and
The meeting of Junior Harmony work.
home Sunday by plane.
daughter Virginia were guests of Mr.
Club tomorrow evening at the BPW
and Mrs. W. P. Sleeper Sunday.
rooms will be given over largely to
Miss Gladys Blethen is the guest
Mrs. R. E. Thurston entertained a
jollity, as the members are to have a
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Chaples enter “winter picnic" at 6 o'clock, preced small group at tea Friday afternoon of her sister, Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence
tained at their farm at The Meadows ing a brief study period.
with Miss Hupper of New York and at Simmons College, Boston, for the
week.
Saturday evening in observance of
Tenant's Harbor as honor guest.
the birthdays of Mrs. Chaples and
The
meeting
of
the
Methebesec
Milton Rollins. Supper was served
The Congregational Missionary
Friday afternoon will be ob
Mrs. Ida Huntley entertained at a Society will hold its meeting at the
at 6.30. the dining table being very Club
served as a past presidents’ after
attractive with valentine decora noon and guest day, and will be held Valentine bridge luncheon Friday home of the Misses Young, Wednes.
tions, candles, and four birthdav at the Copper Kettle, the program to evening at her home on Beech street, day at 3. The program will present
cakes. The evening was spent with begin at 2.30. Mrs. Marden deShon There were two tables, honors being the religions of India and some out
music and games. The guests were of Portland as guest speaker will won by Mrs. Ethel Clark. Mrs. Ber standing religious leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton
and
..
, j Rollins,
„ x Mr.
.i x.
.. have as her subject "New England tha Higgins, Mrs. Betty French and
Mrs. Elvin Richards. Supt. an Mrs. Poets and poetry •. Mrs deghon, an I| Mrs. Kate Hall. Other guests were
Capt. Albert Hays of the Coast
F. L. S. Morse and Clarence Morse. officer jn the state Federation of Mrs. Grace Lunston, Mrs. Winifred Guard Cutter Kickapoo gave an auc
tion bridge party at his home, 16
j Women’s Clubs, is a magnetic speak- Butler and Mrs. Adelma Mullen.
Ocean street, last week for the
Mrs. A. G. Dolliver and daughter ■ er with a wealth of information at
League of Coast Guard Women.
Miss Louise Dolliver have returned her command. Her appearance here
Mrs. Lulu Ingram Allen of Moire, There were 11 tables, the play re
from a two week’s visit in Water- ! jS expected to be an outstanding feabury. Conn., with Mrs. Dolliver's sis- ture of the club season. Mrs. Minnie N. Y.. formerly of South Thomaston sulting in these winners: Mrs. An
ter. Mrs. Augusta Sadler.
Rogers is general chairman. Each is visiting Mrs. W. P. Sleeper and derson. P. Cohen, A. D. Newhall.
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff.
Mrs. Bradbury. Mr. Mills, Mrs. Harry.
member may invite two guests.
Berman, Mrs. N. Snow, Miss Helen
Friday afternoon after school Bar
bara. young daughter of Mr. ano
The Rubinstein Club presented a Burns. Mrs. Julia Saville, Mrs. Fields
Capt. H. A. Flynn of Brooklyn is
Mrs. Ardrey Orff entertained five the guest of his sister, Mrs. John G. very interesting program on "Victor and B. Tardiff.
little Misses at a valentine party. Snow, Orange street.
Herbert" at its meeting Friday afterGames and other diversions made
noon, with Mrs. Dora Bird substituA section of the new working
the time pass most enjoyably. In the
Miss Susan Spear. 299 Talbot ave- ting for Mrs. Emily Stevens who is group of Congregational ladies gave
peanut hunt Maizie Joy and Dorothy nue entertained with a “Shower" out of town. Mrs. Bird read Mrs. a bridge tea Saturday afternoon at
Munroe won prizes w’hile Maizie Joy Friday evening in honor of Miss Vivi Stevens' fine paper on the subject the home of Mrs. C. O. Perry, Ma
and Elizabeth Till successfully suc an L. Ludwig and G. Walter Kim illustrated by these musical num sonic street, with nine tables in play.
Honors were won by Mrs. Cleveland
ceeded in adjusting the donkey's tail. ball. A buffet luncheon was served bers:
Refreshments of sandwiches, cocoa, from a table daintily decorated for Contralto—Neapolitan Love Song .......... Sleeper, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent. Mrs.
ice cream and cake were served. The ; valentine's Day. Miss Ludwig re
........................... from "Princess Pat" Arnold Rogers, Mrs. Sumner Perry,
Mrs. Hazel Atwood
Miss Charlotte Buffum, Mrs. Ray
guests were Dorothy Munro. Rose ceived many lovely gifts, two of
iSubstituting for Miss Mabelle Brown) mond Perry and Mrs. John M. Rich
Malburg, Muriel McPhee, Elizabeth which came many miles, one being Piano
Duet—Pan Americana .................
ardson. The favors were attractive
Till, and Maizie Joy.
i from Miss Ruth E. Blake of Fox
Mrs Marguerite Johnson
Mrs. Rita Robinson
ly wrapped in Valentine deckings,
' Chase. Philadelphia, the other from
Mrs. A. M. Moody is to entertain Mrs. Earle E. Reiner of Philadelphia. Soprano-When You're .^yay Qlljy ■
J and the table covers reflected thc
committee in
ie E. F. A. Club tomorrow afternoon SjSter of the hostess. Games were
Valentine season. The committf
the
Miss Faith uimer
at 2 o'clock at her home, 29 Franklin played, prizes going to Mrs. Theodore Soorano—I List to the Trill ln Golden
charge was composed of Miss Marian
Throat from...................
........................
street.
Sylvester and Miss Beatrice Bar........ "Natoma' Norton, chairman, Mrs. Fred P. ColMrs. Helen Wentworth
ham. Those present were Mrs. Har- ' soprano-utailan street""song"from ...... son, Mrs. L. B. Cook, Mrs. Fred T.
........................... "Naughty Marietta" Veazie. Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. SevThe Congregational ladies will oid b Burgess. Mrs. Bertha French,
serve supper tomorrow night at 6, Mrs. Leon White, Mrs. Raymond C. Contralto—Sweet M’ysUrTo’f Life .......... ™ur Cameron Mrs. William Vinal.
with Miss Dorothy Snow as chair- Ludwig, Mrs. Peter Edwards, Mrs.
Mrs. Wallace Spear, Miss Dorothy
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
min, assisted by Mrs. L- B. Cook, Ernest Meads. Mrs. Elmer Teel. Mrs. Other numbers on the program were:
Snow and Mrs. Harold Coombs.
Cello
Solos
—
Prlere
..................................
Mrs. John G. Snow, Miss Hazel Mar- j Clara T. Curtis, Mrs. Raymond E.
Melody ............................... Holland
thall, Miss Anna Richardson. Mrs Thompson. Mrs. Ralph M. Stone,
Mrs. Lillian S. Cotton
A. J. Murray, Mrs. Harold Coombs, | Mrs. George W. Hassen, Mrs. Harri- Piano—A Legend of thc Plain Cadman
Miss
Margaret Everett
Miss Alice Hodgkins. Mrs. H. W. Eon Dow, Mrs. Harriet Ludwig, Mrs.
Accompanists were Mrs. Faith G.
Look, Miss Mary Wasgatt, Mrs. , Mabel Bowley, Mrs. Theodore SylCharles <5. Hewett. Miss Marian Nor- | vester, Miss Harriet Grover. Miss Berry, Miss Alcada Hall and Mrs.
ton, Mrs. Kpnneth Spear, Mrs. Daniel Mildred Moody, Miss Mabel Harden, Ethel L. Hayden. A chorus re
Snow. Mrs. Frank Marsh and Mrs. L. Miss Beatrice Barham. Miss Jose- hearsal on "The Slumber Songs of
E. Jonc-S.’
phine Halllgan, Miss Ethel Smalley, the Madonna" (Strong) followed the
! Miss Dorothy Blackington, Miss program, and another rehearsal is
Mrs. C. M. Richardson entertained Maryon Blackington. Miss Henrietta to take place at the home of Mrs.
the Saturday Night Club at her home Libby and Miss Angelina Mazzeo.
‘ Berry this afternoon at 3.
on Broadway, with honors in bridge
——
won by Mrs. Edward Gonia.

Miss Dorothy Snow and Miss Anna
ichardson entertained at a dancing
irty Saturday evening in the
horndike grill, and proved one of
ie most delightful social events of
ie winter season. There were about
i guests, among them being Mr. and
rs. Sidney Snow of Wollaston.
ass. The grill was attractively
’corated in keeping with the Valenne season, and many soft shaded
mps were used. Music was furshed by three men from Kirk's Orlestra. Punch, harlequin ice cream
id Valentine cakes were served.

Those wonderful bargains of coats
and dresses that were in the base
ment department have been moved
to the mezzanine floor at FullerCobb-Davis.—adv

Regular Sizes

16 to 46
Stout Sizes

48 to 52
You’ll Be Amazed
and Delighted

Robert, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Smith. Broadway, celebrated his 8th
birthday Saturday by entertaining a
few of his friends with a Valentine
party. There was a tie in the peanut
hunt, prizes going to Everett Spear
and Paul Stevens. In the donkey
game, first prize went 4o Perry How
ard and consolation to Stanley Mur
ray. After the games the guests
marched to the dining-room where
the tables were gaily decorated in
red and white and a large birthday
cake was ablaze with eight candles.
Those present were Doris Gatti,
Mary Lamb, Ruth Seabury. Geral
dine Norton, Patricia Ellis, Barbara
Lamb, Margaret Havener, Virginia
White, Pauline Spear. Janet Smith,
Robert Willard. Grant Davis. Paul
Stevens, Elwood Hewett, Robert
Chisholm. Perry Howard, Stanley
Murray. Everett Spear and Robert
Smith. Robert received many lovely
presents.

Vesper A. Leach

Eighty Square Prints
Glorious New Colors

Hugh Snow, one of the young en
The whist party of the Daughters
Mrs. Minnie Miles is making slight
recovery from an attack of neuritis, of Civil War Veterans, which was to gineers of the Bucksport bridge spent
take place tonight, has been post the weekend at home attending the
and is able to sit up.
dancing party Saturday evening •
poned.
given by Miss Dorothy Snow and
Walter, young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur P. Strong, Thomaston, is at
Maurice Shafter who has been Miss Anna Richardson.
Knox Hospital following an opera successfully engaged in business in
tion for acute appendicitis.
New York the past six years is the
The Thimble Club was entertained
guest of his father. David Shafter last evening by Mis. George W. Gay,
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens and for the balance of the winter.
Chestnut street.
Miss Esther Nickerson have been ln
Boston for a few days.
Miss Catherine Burke is visiting i
Earaca Class meets Thursday eve
her mother in Augusta
ning at the Methodist vestry with
Thursday evening members of the
i supper at 6 with Mrs. Rose Gardner
Y.P.B. with invited friends enjoyed
Harry W. French is confined to his as chairman. Parker Worrey will
a heart party at the home of Miss
lead in community singing, and the
Alena Young North Main street. Rankin street home by illness.
Games, under the direction of Mrs.
feature of the evening will be the
Mildred Washburn were enjoyed by
Mrs. Joseph Dondis is in New York talk on the Passion Play at Oberam
all present.
Refreshments were on a buying trip for the Bon Ton mergau by Miss Helen York. Chilserved.
i dress shop.
'dien's night will also be observed.

((Nothing Like It
Say Lovely Women

N

No wonder beautiful women love this
new face powder made by exclusive
French process. MELLO-GLO stays
on longer. Prevents large pores. So
smooth and fine, it blends naturally
with any complexion and gives fresh,
youthful bloom. No irritation. No
flaky or pasty look. Never leaves the
skin dry. It's wonderful. Corner
Drug Store and all other good stores.

oiv you can

make them right
at the table—

“ELECTRICALLY”

s

HOT TOASTED

ANDWICHE

s

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
i

Hot toasted sandwiches—and who doesn't like them! Now you
can make them easily, right at home on this beautiful electric sand
wich toaster. Serve them for supper, or as light refreshments for
that "bridge’’ or impromptu get-together. Everybody likes them!

J
L
,
I
,
'
|

George McLaughlin suffered an ill ;
irn Saturday at his home at Walker
ace, but is reported as somewhat
iproved. ' i

Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.
ly Douglas entertained at bridge
h three tables. Two heart shaped
«es, containing cards with ladies’
mes in one and gentlemen's in the
icr. and with strings attached,
jsed much merriment, for when
» strings were pulled the partners,
ind names of radio stars. Of
irse Amos and Andy, were present
th Madam Queen and Ruby Taylor,
d other famous stars. First ladies'
ize went to Mrs. Ardrey Orff, and
st gentlemen's to Ardrey Orff
d consolatnon to Mrs. Vinal. Nice
jeshments were served. Those
esent were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
irkett, Miss Winnifred Burkett and
ilford Payson of Camden. Mr. and
rs. Ardrey Orff. Miss Barbara Orff,
r. and Mrs. William Vinal. Mrs.
nnie Rogers. Miss Madlene Rogers
d Lendon Jackson. After cards
h>r games were indulged in which
used considerable fun and hilarity.

Guaranteed
Fast Colors

I his electric sandwich toaster automatically adjusts itself for sand
wiches of various thicknesses and toasts the entire sandwich a per
fectly uniform golden-brown. For frying bacon and eggs, pancakes,
etc., simply raise the upper grid.
THE THEME:—The best and the worst in man and woman!
The world’s most dramatic love story.
THE STORY:—A gigantic masterpiece of literature brought
to vivid life on the talking screen. A story read by the
millions. One of the world's ten greatest novels.
JOHN BOLES:—A great box-office star. A role that fits his
handsome, manly self. Go after the Boles fans.
LUPE VELEZ:—In an emotional role that calls for and
brings to the screen one of the greatest performances of
thc year. This is a NEW Velez in a fiery, dramatic part
that will thrill your audiences.
EDWIN CAREWE:—Who has directed many outstanding
box-office successes, among them thc Del Rio pictures,
such as "Ramona" and others. This is an Edwin Carewc
production.
FINIS FOX:—In top-rank of screen writers. Wrote the
screen play and dailogue of "Resurrection" in masterful
manner.
NOW PLAYING
“THE ROYAL BED" with LOWELL SHERMAN

One
of the
Publix Theatres

Kings may command, but love obeys
only one command 1

An actor—commanded to win a prin
cess for another—wins her—but for
himself!

—ALSO—

LEATHER PUSHERS

TED LEWIS' BAND

Girls Will Be Boys
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Sat. Continuoui
2.00 to 10.30

1 ()95

For a limited time this beautiful Chrom
ium Plated electric sandwich toaster, regu
larly selling for $13.50, will be sold at the
special price of $10.95.

NEIL HAMILTON
UNA MERKEL

NOW PLAYING
GRETA GARBO in “INSPIRATION”

ALSO

Paramount Sound News

Special at $

Central Maine Power Company
At any of

A Paramount

Home of Para

Publix Theatre

mount Pictures

our storet

'

/
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this side of the border and garlic and
goat's milk cheese over across in
Mexico, the outlook is good for a
very strong season.
♦ <■««>
Herbert Quinn. 32 years old, pub
lisher of the Lubbock. Texas, "Ava
lanche-Journal.'' wandered out ofi
the desert sand dunes west of the
city one Sunday afternoon, to look
for antelope. He went so far that in
trying to get home he was overcome
with exhaustion and died from ex
posure. His body was found three
days later That is one part of Texas
But Texas is larger than the whole
countries of France, Belgium, Denmark, Greece and Switzerland put
together. Has more square miles
than all of them combined. So its
is not strange a man can get lost on
a desert here, and wander until sun
and thirst kill him. You’ll not find
me out on the desert looking for any
chickens after reading that story.
# 3>
They may do it in Knox county.
I don't know. I never smoke cigars
up there. But down here they give
you the last cigar in the box free
with the last purchase that cleans
out the box. If there are three ci
A little more than 40 percent of gars left in the box. you get them
the entire cotton crop of the United
P*/ f°r lw°, And U does ,stln\
States is grown here, and it sells for ulate trade and keeps the almost
empty
boxes out of the case. I have
more than all the gold, copper, sil
ver and zinc mined in the United never seen so many brands of 5c ci
States. That's something. Gold gars as they have here. And they
mines growing in the fields in the are all dolled up in wrappings of)
transparent gunpowder that looks !
form of cotton. White gold.
like thin glass. This keeps out the
«> <>'$
dust, keeps in the moisture, makes;
Of course you know all about the an attractive package, and is the |
oil and gas well—far ahead of last word in sanitation, and cleanli
everyone, and they pipe this stuff up ness. No germs, microbes or para
to Minnesota. Nebraska. Illinois, and sites can enter the little pliable
all through the mid-western States. glass house, for it is sealed at both i
And that is one reason the rail ends. Being transparent, you can '
roads are complaining—because they see just what you are buying. They .
are not carrying it as freight.
do say that when the war was over.'
the big powder manufacturers found 1
<S> ♦ ♦ •
I think that is enough boosting for themselves with a lot of powder on i
one morning. But it is well for the hand that they didn't know what to !
youngsters to know geography up- do with, and so they set their chem- •
to-date. as things change so rapidly sits to work to find out what it was j
now-a-days that it is hard' to know good for. Your Duco finish on your j
from year-to-year just what is going autos is the result. Duco stands for ■
on. I find many things I learned in Dupont Company, and Dupont
geography are wrong now—new stands for gunpowder, guncotton and
countries in Europe after every war; dynamite. Celluloid is a combinaboundaries
change.
industries tion of guncotton and camphor—and
change, new industries come into this
new wrapping.
cellophane
being new pronounciations and spell- is said to also be
manufacing of words—and what a child tured by the same people. Anyway,
learns today will bc mostly wrong it was a great idea, and will stimu20 years from now . Ask your child late the cigar business. An attracin school how he pronounces Buenos tive package is half the battle, no
Aires, and then try and recall how matter what you are selling.
you were taught to pronounce the
<$• <§>
name of that city, a few years ago.
Mail is acknowledged from: Mrs.
Charlotte S. Clark. Union, Maine;
As soon as your high school or Mrs. Alice Robbins, Union, Maine;
college graduate starts to travel he E. E. Gillette, Newton Highlands,
has to unlearn seme of the things he Mass.; Anson P. Jackson. Waldo
has been taught). Maybe he just en boro, Maine; Miss Alice Tupper.
ters the export business in Boston, Criehaven. Maine; Miss Alice Moody,
a san example. He learns that the Appleton, Maine; Mrs. Alice Strong,
govrenment has requested that we Arlington, Mass.; Mrs. Ava Clark
address our foreign mail properly, Simpson. Criehaven. Maine.; Miss
spelling the names of the cities as Elsie W. Bridges. Criehaven, Maine;
they are spelled in Europe. He Mrs. Byron Mills, Waldoboro, Maine;
learns for the first time there is no Miss Pauline L. McLain. Thomaston.
Naples; it is Napoli. There is no Maine; Miss Pearl E. Borgerson,
Genoa; it is Genova. There is no Rockland. Maine; Master Carlton
Venice; it is Venezia. Now go over Gregory. Rockland. Maine; Winfield
to Denmark and he finds there is no Chatto’, Rockland. Maine; Mrs.
Copenhagen, but a Kobenhavn. Grace D'Orsay, Waterville. Maine;
And so. all along the line. An Ital Miss Augusta B. Healey, Framing
ian would have just as much right to ham. Mass.; Mrs. O A. Copeland.
address a letter to you at Rocklandio. Warren. Maine; Miss Ruth Ludwig,
Maine as you have to address one to Rockland. Maine; Chester B. Jones.
him at Naples, Iitaly. I do not know Waldoboro. Maine: Elizabeth K.
why our geographies do not give the Stanley, Union, Maine; Mrs. Truman
names of foreign cities and coun- p sawyer. Vinalhaven. Maine; Mrs. f
tries as the foreigners themselves Robert Heald,
West Rockport,
pronounce and spell them, but they Maine; Mrs. James Bray, Owl's
do not. Suppose they took it into Head, Maine; Mrs. Clara L. Over
their heads to' change the names of look, Washington, Maine and J. M.
our cities and States to suit them Stewart, Thomaston, Maine.
selves, and then began addressing
mail here according to their ideas. A
SKIS IN FLORIDA
letter would come for Oliver Hills
Rocklandio,
Mainovitch,
Status Inspector Hoyt Tells Boys At Rock
Amerlcu. Unitus. or something like
land Airport How They Do It In
that. And ycur big surprise when
Florida
you land in China is to learn that the
nalives do not know what you are
An interesting little item which
tal'ting about when you say China. failed to appear in F.V.F.'s "Planes,
What we call China (the country) is Passengers and Pilots" department
really Tsin. and that is the only Saturday for lack of space is here
name they know it by over there. told:
♦ ♦ « *
Take a ship from China and run
over to Formosa, where the tea
Inspector Hoyt who was at the
cones from, and you learn that no Oui liss-Wright flying field Friday,
one there ever heard of Formosa—it pulled a story which was worthy of
is Tai-wan. And so on from Paree a place in Ripley's “Believe It Or Not”
to Peking which is now Peiping. It Column. Seeing skiis in the corner
is an endless task.
of the office he remarked that they
• •• f Jwere just like some he was accus
Maine agriculturists may be in tomed to use down in Florida. Prettyterested in the statement that this quick somebody bit and asked him
co ning April Texas will harvest an where he found the snow to ski on
ea ly Irish potato crop greater than i in Florida.
"Snow!" he said, "Wah we don't
any in its history, there being 16060
aces planted to potatoes. That is use 'em on snow. We ski on mud.”
7'. more acreage Ilian was planted He went on to tell of a certain
last year. They have also planted swampland on the west coast of
25.70 more acres of Bermuda onion Florid-i which is composed largely of
than last year, and will soon harvest thick, blue clayey mud, covered in some
a crop of 22,000 acres. With onions j places with a tall grass known as
duck grass. The mallards and canvas’ backs go there bv the thousands to
on the roots of this grass which
3 feed
has a large succulent bulb about a
foot under the surface. The ducks
will root up the swamp by the acre
to get ai these tubers and leave it
looking like a field which has been
Act Promptly When Warned
turned up by a herd of swine.
By Kidney Irregularities.
T'm only means of reaching these
feeding grounds is over the mud and
When bladder irritations,
unless a m.an has something on his
getting up at night and con
feet he will sink in up to his arm
stant backache keep you miser
pits With skiis on. however, he can
able, don't take chances! Help
plod along over the mud at a slow
your kidneys at the first sign
walk and can make ver” fair time on
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
the grass itself which presents a
Successful for more than 50
hard slippery surface to the ski.
years. Endorsed by hundreds
of thousands of grateful users.
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN GUN
Sold by dealers everywhere.
A meeting of the Democratic Na
tional Committee has been called by
Chairman Raskob to discuss plans
for the 1932 Presidential campaign.
It will be held March 5 at the May
flower Hotel in Washington In ad
Sg&r
A UUPET/C
dition. the committee will consider
plans for obtaining funds to meet
J
miwnsi the party’s deficit and to carry on its
work both during and between na
tional campaigns.

Lower Rio Grande Valley.
You folks in Maine who run cars
pay a good, stiff gasoline tax. So do
the fishermen who run boats out in
the bay and never use a road. Would
it interest you to know that
Texas collects three million dollars a
month or 36 million dollars a year
from a 4c gasoline State tax? Think
of the roads that would build, if it
all went into roads. But it doesn't,
as of course you all know.
<£> <§> <•».
This State boasts of 17 colleges
and universities—lorgetting for the
moment about the cowboys, Indians.
long-horn cattle, and the fort I am
supposed to be living in. surrounded
by Mexicans. Yes, there is some edilcation down here, as they have
more than 100 million dollars in
school bonds now out.
4> zt>
And goats! My word! These boys
lead everything in sheep and goat
raising and the production of wool
and mohair. There are more than
7.000.000 sheep ^nd goats browsing
today on the great ranges of the Ed
wards plateau in southwest Texas.
How many lamb chcps is that?

^Kidneys
Disordered?

DoarVs
>ixPills

Your Good Wishes!
1

National Biscuit Company acknowledges the corJ
dial greeting oj the State Chamber of Commerce

Since 1869 T. A. Huston & Co., has been serving the people of Maine with

its

quality line ot biscuit. And we are deeply conscious ot the pride with which the people
of this State point to the “Down East” Bakery as a worthy example of Maine’s enterprise.
Since the recent affiliation, in which the Huston name was linked with that of the

National Biscuit Company, we have received many expressions of your gratification at

this forward step. We rejoice with you in the wide-spread belief that this new arrange
ment has a definite bearing upon increased prosperity for this State. And the welcome

accorded our announcement ol this new policy is accepted with a deep sense of the
added responsibility which it brings.
The National Biscuit Company has an honored reputation in the nation’s homes.

More than lour hundred varieties ol cakes and crackers are being marketed under the

famous red Uneeda Seal. Many of these items already are familiar to Maine house
holders. They are found in grocery stores, companions of the “Down East” products
with which you are familiar.
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As the first step in a definite program to increase, by every means possible, our

usefulness to the people of Maine we are expanding the plant capacity of the Huston
«

Bakery just as rapidly as the necessary new equipment can be put into operation.

As

the result of this enlargement oi activities, we will give Maine housewives an even

greater variety of oven-fresh quality cakes and crackers by manufacturing, in addition,
products of the famous “Uneeda Bakers” line.
Daily we are extending and improving our delivery service in order that our

products may be brought to our customers in the freshest possible condition.

By the

opening of new distributing agencies, and by the installation of more adequate equip

ment, we are moving steadily forward toward a service still more satisfactory to the
people of the old “ Pine Tree State”.

All these matters are facts accomplished and being accomplished, and are pre
sented here with the belief that you will accept them for what they are — an expression

of our appreciation for your well-wishing, and a pledge of our earnestness to serve the
people of the State of Maine even more efficiently.

HUSTON BAKERY
Jhe Bourn <Sast"Bakers

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
“Uneeda Bakers'39

